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Organised by Murphy Browne’s Restaurant, a group business owners and supporters gathered yesterday 
in support of all the businesses who are unable to open due to the ongoing restrictions.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Aisling Crosbie.

Disappointment and disbelief at the continuation of Government 
restrictions due to Covid -19 were in the air in Killarney this week. And 
while the town was buzzing with locals and staycationers, it was sad 
to see so many premises still closed. Behind the scenes of restaurants 
in Killarney this week, owners had the task of taking cancellations for 
dining from July 5th, a situation from which some of them don’t see any 
light at the end of the tunnel.
There was widespread support from the people of Killarney in the town 
yesterday morning as they gathered at the Town Hall to stand behind 
those who have been affected by the restrictions.
With all this in mind #staysafe #mindyourself #protecteachother

HELPFUL CONTACT NUMBERS

COVID-19 SUPPORT LINE FOR OLDER PEOPLE 

T: 0818 222 024
ALONE has launched a national support line and additional supports for older people who 
have concerns or are facing difficulties relating to the outbreak of COVID-19 (Coronavirus). 
Professional staff are available to answer queries and give advice and reassurance where 
necessary. The support line is open Monday to Friday, 8am-8pm, by calling 0818 222 024. Hours 
may be extended to meet the demand.

ST VINCENT DE PAUL 

T: 064 66 22668 - E: svdpkillarney@eircom.net

AWARE 

1890 303 302 - Depression Support Helpline - www.aware.ie

JIGSAW KERRY 

066-7186785 - E: kerry@jigsaw.ie - Young Peoples Health in Mind

PIETA HOUSE

T: 01 6010000 - www.pieta.ie

SAMARITANS

T: 066 71116123 - E: jo@samaritans.ie
Lo Call 24hr: 1850 609 090 Text Support: 087 2609090 - www.samaritans.
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Still and almost  meditative… a group of horses photographed in The Black Valley. 
PICTURE: SHEILA HANRAHAN

S e n d  y o u r  p e r f e c t  p i c t u r e  t o :  news@out lookmags .com 
f o r  i n c l u s i o n  i n  t h e   K i l l a r n e y  O u t l o o k .
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There was widespread disappointment and 
disbelief with the news that there was no 

definite opening date for indoor dining and pubs.
In what has been described as a bolt out of the 
blue the decision not to give an opening date and 
to restrict vaccinated people only to indoor dining 
from the 19th has been met with an angry reaction 
from both restaurant owners and polticians.

Yesterday morning, the 
owners of Murphy Browne’s 

Restaurant with the support 
of the Chamber organised 
a gathering in support of 
all the businesses who are 

unable to open due to the
ongoing restrictions. The 

Chamber of Tourism and 
Commerce fully endorses 

the call for all businesses in 
the town to pull together 
and show support for 
those that have been 
left behind following the 

implementation of the 
latest public health policies. 

Chamber acknowledges that 
public health advice must be heeded 

in the interests of everyone and it is important that 
everybody conforms to the safety guidelines and 
regulations that have been introduced. That said, 
we full appreciate and understand the enormous 
sense of disappointment experienced by those 
involved in the hospitality industry following 
the decision to defer the planned reopening of 
restaurants and public houses for indoor dining.
It is having a devastating impact on their 
businesses, on their staff and on their families and 
the consequences for the economy and for those 
seeking meaningful employment opportunities 
are of great concern. Chamber pledges continued 
support to our friends in business and we look 
forward to the day, hopefully in the very near 
future, when every business gets to reopen 

in healthy and vibrant circumstances. In the 
meantime, we would urge the Government 
to provide clarity on plans for the provision of 
vital financial supports for business owners and 
employees into 2022 to help them to cope with 
what has been and still is a very difficult and trying 
time. The government have cited the worrying 
transmission of the Delta Varient of COVID-19 as 
the reason behind their announcement.
Taking to social media this week Michael Healy 
Rae, TD said: “The government have shown that 
they’re   followers and not Leaders by their inability 
and unwillingness to make a decision and stick to 
it. The hurt and disappointment in our hospitality 
sector is enormous. Workers are being denied 
the right to work, business’s are being denied the 
opportunity to operate and customers are being 
denied the right to avail of their services. 
This is wrong !!  What is happening at present does 
not make sense, if you have a key of a bedroom 
in your pocket, you can eat and drink where and 
when you like and if you do not, you can not. This 

is nonsensical beyond belief.  The government 
will never be forgiven for this. Deputy Danny 
Healy-Rae also raised the issue in The Dáil saying 
he was outraged that the Government are further 
delaying the opening of indoor hospitality. “How 
can they possibly blame indoor hospitality for 
the increase in Covid case numbers when they 
have been closed since before Christmas”, he said. 
Restauntaur Paul Treyvaud has also expressed 
his frustration. “Today alone we had just under 
500 people cancel with us for all of July and part 
of August. No one has confidence that we’ll be 
open anytime soon and at this stage I don’t blame 
anyone.  This government has turned their back on 
us and simply don’t care what happens to us from 
here on in.  I’ve spoken to so many people today. 
A lot were in tears seeing no way out and expect 
to lose everything. At this god given moment I’m 
finding it very hard to disagree with them. What’s 
coming down the line is utter carnage  Right now 
I’m at a loss and I don’t see any improvement any 
time soon”, he said.

NEWS

“
“

Chamber President Niall Kelleher pictured with Restauranteur Paul Treyvaud, Publican Pat Sheahan and Butcher Denis 
Cronin at the Killarney Chamber of Tourism & Commerce supported gathering in support of all the businesses who are 
unable to open due to the ongoing restrictions on Thursday.

Main Street will join Plunkett Street by closing to traffic on a weekend 
basis only to contribute towards the achievement of an outdoor 
summer in Killarney  over the coming months and improve pedestrian 
safety in the town centre.  Kerry County Council has decided to close 
Main Street in Killarney to traffic on weekends during July and August, 
beginning on the weekend of Saturday, 10 July 2021.
 Following the receipt of submissions on the matter under Section 
75 of the Roads Act, the Council has decided to close Main Street to 
vehicular traffic from Saturdays at 11am to Mondays at 8am (extended 
to Tuesday on the August Bank Holiday Weekend).
Kerry County Council also engaged with An Garda Síochana as part of 
the consideration of the proposal.
Cathaoirleach of the Killarney Municipal District, Cllr Brendan Cronin 
said that the elected members in the area requested that the closures 
be monitored and reviewed as the weeks progress.

Main street will be 
pedestrianised from 
Saturday July 10th next.

WEEKEND CLOSURE OF MAIN STREET 
IN KILLARNEY STARTS NEXT WEEK

DEVASTATION AND DISAPPOINTMENT 
AS INDOOR DINING DOESN’T GO AHEAD
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NEWS

Well known cyclist Tommy Sheehy is 
embarking on an extraordinary series of 

cycling challenges this year to support Enable 
Ireland Kerry Services. Tommy, who has to 
date raised over €100,000 for Enable Ireland, 
kicks off his first challenge in August when he 
will attempt an “Everesting” Challenge. The 
concept of Everesting is fiendishly simple: pick 
any hill, anywhere in the world and complete 
repeats of it in a single day until you climb 
8,848 metres – the equivalent height of Mount 
Everest!  

In September, Tommy will travel to Spain to take 
part in the Catalonia Cycling Challenge. A week 
of tough cycling tackling some of the highest 
peaks in the area awaits him. His final challenge 
sees him attempt to climb 1,000,000 metres 
– yes, one million metres - by the end of the 
year.  Tommy is a fundraiser extraordinaire for 
Enable Ireland and is well-known throughout 

Kerry and further afield for his 8 hour spinning 
sessions he undertakes for the charity. 
Tommy says: “With COVID it’s been hard to 
organize the spinning sessions in retail outlets 
so this year I’ve set myself a series of tough 
cycles - the toughest yet. The Everesting 
challenge is something I’ve been thinking 
about for a number of years, I’ve put a huge 
amount of training in and I think I’m ready.”
Enable Ireland provides disability services to 
over 9,000 children and adults across Ireland. 
COVID-19 has severely impacted Enable 
Ireland’s fundraising and the charity is now 
facing a loss of €1.5 million in income this year. 
Sean Scally from Enable Ireland adds “Many 

of their traditional fundraising events had to 
be postponed, This has led to a huge fall in 
income for Enable Ireland in Kerry, yet they 
still need to provide vital disability services to 
children and families across the county. We 
are delighted that Tommy has continued to 
support our services in Kerry and everyone in 
the organization wishes him every success in 
his challenges. We would encourage everyone 
to support him in his fundraising efforts”.
To Support Tommy in his fundraising efforts 
simply visit his i donate page
https://www.idonate.ie/fundraiser/11407563_
t o m m y - s h e e h y - s - 2 0 2 1 - t h r e e - c y c l i n g -
challenges.html 

TOMMY
AIMS HIGH
IN 2021
CYCLING
CHALLENGES

MIKE 
RETIRES
FROM
LISSIVIGEEN 
NS

Popular Killarney man Michael McAuliffe is due to retire as Principal of Lissivigeen National School in August after 14 years in 
the job in the job. Pupils at the school  held a  guard of honour, class by class,  for their favourite principal. Mike was appointed as 
Principal in 2007 at the school which has 280 pupils. PICTURES: MARIE CARROLL-O’SULLIVAN
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NEWS

Kerry GAA launched their Win A House 
draw   overlooking the Killarney lakes with 

a cast of legends including Tomás Ó Sé, Colm 
Cooper, Aidan O’Mahony, Darragh Ó Sé and 
Eoin ‘Bomber’ Liston as well as  Chairman, Tim 
Murphy. 

The three-bed house is located within 
five minutes walking distance of Killarney 
town. Built to modern energy standards, it 
represents a fantastic opportunity for people 
to get involved at a cost of €100 which will go 
a long way in supporting Kerry GAA. 
“As a volunteer-based organisation, we have 
always had to fundraise to support our teams 
and clubs. We are delighted to be in a position 
to have a dream house available for a lucky 
winner”, Leona Twiss, PRO for Kerry GAA said.
“While only one person can win the house, 
there will be plenty of cash prizes and match 
tickets to be won along the way. The sooner 
you purchase your ticket, the better chance 
you will have at winning those additional 
prizes”, she added. 
We would ask that anyone that is in a position 
to support us with this draw, please visit 
https://www.kerrygaa.ie/winahouseinkerry/ 
to purchase your ticket.  A cast of legends launch the Kerry GAA Win A House draw. Visit Kerry GAA website to purchase tickets for €100 and be in a 

chance to win a home in Killarney. 

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN 
A HOUSE IN KILLARNEY

Mia McMahon, Loreto Road, Killarney has raised over €1,000 by cutting a whopping 14 inches of her 
blonde highlights for’ Locks of Love’, creating a hair piece for children of the Laura Lynn Children’s Hospice. 
Mia is the daughter of Keith and Mary McMahon and she is  fundraising for the Laura Lynn Foundation 
through a ‘Go Fund Me’ link which is available on her Dad, Keith McMahon’s, Facebook page or on The 
Little Memory Gallery.  PICTURE: MARIE CARROLL-O’SULLIVAN 

Fair City Stars 
visit Kitty O’Sé’s
A couple both on-screen and off screen made a visit to 
Killarney at the weekend and enjoyed a meal at Kitty O’Sé’s 
Bryan Murray and Una Crawford O’Brien play the roles of 
Renee and Bob in Fair City and The popular actors, who 
are also a couple in real life, spent a few days and nights in 
Killarney over the past week and they thoroughly enjoyed 
the experience. They are pictured here with Eileen and Kevin 
from Kitty O’Sé.

Letter to the Editor...
A Chara,

Kerry Friends of Motor Neurone wish to thank most sincerely all 
the people who contributed on the occasion of Drink Virtual Tea 
for MND recently. Those who donated directly to the IMNDA and 
all those who donated locally to Kerry Friends of Motor Neurone in 
these Covid times. Your generosity is very much appreciated.
 

Many Thanks
 Christy Lehane,   Chairman of KFMN and 

Ambassador for the IMNDA. 
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The red carpet was rolled out on Friday last 
as 23 White-tailed eagle chicks landed at 

Kerry Airport as part of a long-term wildlife 
reintroduction project that is being led by the 
National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) at 
the Department of Housing, Local Government 
and Heritage. The 2021 phase of this landmark 
collaboration to restore a native and once-extinct 
bird to Irish skies will see the release this year of 
the young eagles at four sites across Munster, 
including Killarney National Park, along the River 
Shannon, the lower Shannon estuary, and a site in 
Waterford. 

The chicks were collected this June from nests 
throughout the Trondheim area of West-Central 
Norway by the Norwegian Institute for Nature 
Research and flown to Kerry Airport. They will be 
held for 6-8 weeks at purpose-built flight cages at 
four sites in Munster, where they will be cared for 
and monitored by NPWS, before being released 
into the wild in early-mid August.
As they mature, these chicks will join and 
strengthen the small Irish breeding population 
that has become established since the 
reintroduction programme began in 2007.
Last year (2020), ten eagles were released along 
the River Shannon. Nine of those ten birds 
survived their first year, and currently they are 
dispersed at a number of locations in Ireland, 
and one is in Scotland. Previously, 100 young 
White-tailed Eagles were released in Killarney 
National Park between 2007 and 2011. Birds from 
these releases subsequently dispersed widely 
throughout Ireland with first breeding in 2012 on 
Lough Derg, Co. Clare. Since then a small breeding 
population of 8-10 pairs have successfully fledged 
over 30 chicks, with an additional five chicks likely 
to fledge into the wild in Munster in the next 
few weeks. Indeed, this year one nesting pair on 
Lough Derg has produced three chicks, which are 
due to fledge shortly. This is uncommon, even in 

the very extensive wild populations in Norway.
Some Irish-bred eagles are now reaching maturity 
and starting to breed in the wild themselves. 
However, a scientific review of the reintroduction 
project indicated the small population is still 
vulnerable to mortality factors such as illegal 
poisoning. The breeding population was also 
negatively impacted by Avian Influenza in 2018 
and storm Hannah in 2019, and indeed, adverse 
weather this year when pairs were on the nest. 
Thus, this supplementary release is required to 
bolster the existing population.
Young eagles have been collected under licence 
in June 2021 by the Norwegian Institute for 
Nature Research (NINA) and co-workers. Birds will 
be transported and held at the four release sites 
in Munster before release in early-mid August. 
Birds will be tagged, including with satellite tags, 
before release to allow the project to monitor their 
progress and their integration into the existing 

Irish breeding population. These magnificent 
birds, once a striking element of Ireland’s 
natural landscape, were driven to extinction 
on the island in the 19th Century as a result of 
human persecution, a development which the 
Programme seeks to reverse. Restoring this lost 
flagship species to Irish skies will be a significant 
step in restoring Ireland’s natural heritage and 
will bring great benefit to Irish biodiversity, and 
in so doing will also contribute significantly to 
the economic, tourism and local communities 
and indeed to human wellbeing. It underlines 
in practical terms Ireland’s commitment to 
implementing the UN Convention on Biological 
Diversity. We are particularly grateful to the 
Norwegian authorities and colleagues for their 
collaboration enabling this reintroduction to 
happen. 

NEWS

Clare Heardman, Conservation Ranger, Glengarriff,  
National Parks and Wildlife Service, checking of one of 
the 23 White-tailed eagle chicks that arrived in Kerry 
Airport today, Friday June 25th. 

Precious Cargo... Members of the National Parks and Wildlife Services and Dept of Agriculture,  checking  the 23 White-tailed 
eagle chicks that arrived in Kerry Airport. Friday June 25th. PHOTOS: VALERIE O’SULLIVAN

A Quick Peek...Eamonn Meskall, Regional Manager National Parks and Wildlife Service, showing Peter Jones, and Geraldine 
Culloty, Department of Agriculture,  of one of the 23 White-tailed eagle chicks that arrived in Kerry Airport  , Friday June 
25th  

23 WHITE-TAILED EAGLES 
LAND AT KERRY AIRPORT
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The Kilcummin Bog Walks got a new facelift 
recently when new signage was erected 

throughout the Walks as well as in the Village 
and on the road L3009.  Kerry County Council 
provided the funding through the Covid 
Emergency funding  and this allowed the 
necessary works to be carried out

Further funding is also available from the 
Council to carry out some road improvements 
in the near future. 
“Kilcummin Rural Development would like to 
thank Kerry Co. Council for this funding as well 
as the Department of Social Protection who 
provide the maintenance personnel under the 
local Community Employment Scheme”, John 

Moriarty from Kilcummin Rural Development 
told Killarney Outlook. 
“We would very much appreciate if the 
following was observed by all users of the walk; 
(1) Keep your dog(s) on a lead when you come 
in contact with fellow walkers or wildlife. As this 
is the breeding season for our wildlife, dogs 
off the lead and left roam on the bog can do 
immense harm to nesting birds, hares etc. 
(2) Bring your rubbish home with you and help 
keep this environment clean. 
(3) Respect the local landowners’ property. 
This is a beautiful amenity in our Parish, and 
we should all strive to make it a clean, safe and 
friendly place to enjoy”, John said.
For anyone wishing to avail of the walks, 

brochures are available at the Rural 
Development Office and the Post Office and 
online on our facebook page.   

A view of the McGillycuddy Reeks from Kilcummin Bog Walks.

Some of the new signs. 

Mick Daly and Neil McCarthy from the local CE Scheme 
erecting the new signage on the Kilcummin Bog Walks.
 

Nothing like 
A Day at the Bog

Killarney Chamber of Tourism and Commerce had 
and still has concerns about a funfair setting up 
in the centre of town at a time when concerned 
public health officials are warning of an extremely 
contagious new variant of the Covid-19 virus.
Due to the pandemic, the funfair did not operate 
in Killarney last year. This summer, like 2020, 
the vast majority of young people have still not 
been vaccinated and remain at risk. It was in that 
context that Chamber felt plans to set up in town 
might be set aside.
In the current circumstances, any large gathering 
of people in a restricted space raises issues 
and precedent indicates that it will be a major 
congregation point for teenagers. It remains 
the view of Chamber that proper adherence to 
social distancing guidelines can be impossible 
to implement in confined areas where crowds 
gathers. It is important to remember that this is 
occurring at a time when restaurants and public 
houses are being prevented from allowing 
customers indoors and their staff remain out 
of work. On Friday, the day after Chamber had 
issued its statement, it emerged publicly that a 
permit for the funfair to operate in the Fair Field 
car park was being granted. Chamber liaised with 
Kerry County Council and made every attempt to 
identify and explore other sites that would have 

been safer and more spacious which, in turn, 
would have addressed that knock-on impact of 
losing 110 car parking spaces in a designated 
town centre car park It is worth noting that 60 
parking spaces had already been removed from 
the streets to allow businesses with no outdoor 
areas to trade and Chamber was fully supportive 
of that measure. Alternative sites were identified 
but the decision was taken that the Fair Field car 
park would again be the location for the funfair. 
The current position is that Killarney Chamber 
of Tourism and Commerce is working with 
Kerry County Council in an attempt to identify 
additional parking facilities in and close to the 

town for the weeks ahead. We are actively liaising 
with council officials and a number of landowners 
in an attempt to find solutions to the problems 
being encountered. Killarney Chamber of Tourism 
and Commerce appreciates and values the role 
played by the funfair in entertaining generations 
of children in the town and we hope they have a 
very successful and safe stay.
It remains Chamber’s view, however, that the 
public health concerns must be given absolute 
priority and that the Fair Field car park is not a 
suitable location at a time when parking facilities 
in the town are at an absolute premium and in 
the current public health environment.

CHAMBER CONCERNS 
OVER ARRIVAL OF BIRDS BAZAAR
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OUTLOOK EDUCATION

MEANS TESTING OF GRANT ELIGIBILITY 
AND GRANT RATES ARE SERIOUSLY OUT OF 
STEP WITH SPIRALLING COLLEGE COSTS

By Billy Ryle

Student Universal Support Ireland (SUSI), the 
grant authority’s online application system 

for the 2021/22 academic year is currently open 
for students who are hoping to advance to PLC 
courses, Undergraduate Courses, Postgraduate 
courses or courses outside the State. The priority 
closing date for new applicants is the 8th July. 

SUSI will process late applicants but students 
who submit their application on or before 
the priority closing date will receive priority 
processing. SUSI is certain to receive a large 
number of applicants, so it’s in your own interest 
to submit your application as early as possible. 
You don’t need to have your Leaving Cert results 
or to have accepted a college course to apply. 
At this stage, you can simply supply the details 
of the course you hope to study and you can 
update your course choice online if you accept a 
different course at the time of the college offers. 
In considering eligibility for a grant, SUSI 
assesses gross family income from all sources 
in the previous calendar year. For current 
applicants, the relevant income year is 2020. The 
full college grant covers tuition fees, the student 
contribution of €3000 and compulsory field 
trip expenses. Not all students who qualify for a 
grant are awarded a full grant. Many qualify only 
for one of a range of partial grants. Full details of 
income thresholds and grant award rates can be 
found on the SUSI website, www.susi.ie.
Two grants are normally awarded, the ‘special 
rate’ grant and the ‘standard rate’ grant. In 
order to qualify for a special rate grant, gross 

income must be less than €24,500 and must 
include one of the long-term Department of 
Social Protection eligible payments. The value 
of the special rate adjacent grant is €2375 and 
the special rate non-adjacent rate is €5915. 
‘Adjacent’ means attending a college which is 
45km or less from home. ‘Non-adjacent’ means 
attending a college which is more than 45km 
from home. To qualify for a standard grant, the 
gross reckonable income for a family with less 
than four dependent children is €39,875. The 
adjacent grant is €1215, the non-adjacent grant 
is €3025.
Because of the economic havoc caused by 
the pandemic, many families have earned 
considerably less income during the past 
eighteen months than they would have in 
normal circumstances. Therefore, it’s imperative 
that SUSI treats every grant applicant with 
flexibility and understanding. Families who 
would normally be in a position to pay for their 
child’s education may need state funding this 
year. Current adverse economic factors must 
be taken into account or else many deserving 
young people won’t see the inside of a college 
next September. 
Further and Higher education was very 
expensive ever before the pandemic struck. The 
financial burden is somewhat eased for students 
who qualify for partial or total state funding. 
Unfortunately, means testing of applicants for 
grants is so restrictive that thousands of students 
are ineligible for any financial aid. Capping the 
gross annual income level for grant eligibility at 
€39,875 ignores spiralling living costs. 
Students who are ineligible for grants need 
about €12,000 annually to maintain themselves 
away from home or about €4000 if living at 
home. The annual student contribution of €3000 
must also be paid. Many college students do up 
to fifteen hours part-time work weekly and/or 
depend on their parents to make ends meet. 
Part-time work and parental support may not 
be as readily available this year as the country 
recovers from the economic effects of the virus.  

The Government must be compassionate with 
the grants and ease the financial burden on 
hard pressed families. The €3000 student fee 
contribution must be abolished immediately. 
The minimum qualification distance between 
home and college for the non-adjacent grant 
must be restored from 45km (28mls) to its pre-
recession level of 24km (15mls). The standard 
rate maintenance grant must be increased from 
€3025 to €5000 and all other grants on a pro rata 
basis. The annual income level for standard rate 
grant eligibility must be increased to €50,000 
from the current level of €39,875. No young 
person must be denied her/his right to further 
and higher education due to lack of finance.

CHECKLIST
✔ Unlike the CAO, there isn’t a centralised 
application system for PLC courses
✔ Apply now to PLC colleges for 2021 entry
✔ The priority closing date for applying to SUSI 
for a college grant is 8th July
✔ Due to economic uncertainty, it’s advisable to 
apply for a college grant 
✔ For grant eligibility in 21/22, SUSI will assess 
gross family income from 2020  
✔ The adverse effects of Covid-19 must be 
considered when assessing grant eligibility
✔ The €3000 student fee contribution must be 
abolished immediately
✔ The standard rate maintenance grant must be 
increased from €3025 to €5000
✔ The income level for standard rate grant must 
be increased from €39,875 to €50,000 
✔ Lack of finance must not deny young people 
the right to further and higher education

Billy Ryle is a Career Guidance Counsellor 
and Educational Commentator
Email: rylebilly@gmail.com  
Tel: 0879808979

KABB League Winners 2019/2020, Division 3 - Under 12 Shield , St Pauls A. 
Front: Molly Reidy, Emily Kate O'Sullivan Waters, Zoe Counihan, 
Holly Heffernan, Clodagh Flanagan. Back: Fiona McHugh, Isabella Dennehy, 
Megan Sheahan, Kate Forde, Ella O'Connor, Eimear Furlong and coach Paul 
Sheahan Missing from photo Iveragh Houlihan and Maggie Hickey. 

KABB League Winners 2019/2020
Division 1- Under 12 , St Pauls. 
Front:  Aideen Fleming, Abbey 
Doherty, Kate Healy, Laura Healy. 
Back: Cliona Moynihan, Ciara 
O'Sullivan, Muireann Healy, Clodagh 
Clancy, Celia Lydon, Ava Weldon. 
Missing form photo Siofra Randles

The girls were presented with their 
medals in glorious sunshine on 
Wednesday evening.  It was a special 
occasion as the medal presentation 
was postponed for over a year due to 
Covid restrictions.  The medals were 
presented by James Weldon - Coach 
of the Irish Senior Ladies basketball 
team and the girls were treated to 
ice cream from Muckross Creamery.
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POLITICAL VIEW

Killarney Municipal District
Cathaoirleach: Cllr Marie Moloney (Lab).

Councillor Michael Cahill has been 
elected Cathaoirleach of the Kenmare 
Municipal District for the coming 
term. Councillor Cahill is the 
longest serving member of Kerry 
County Council and it was the 
Fianna Fáil Councillor’s first time 
being elected Cathaoirleach of 
the Municipal District or Electoral 
Area as it was previously known. 
Councillor Cahill was proposed by 
Councillor Dan McCarthy. The new 
Cathaoirleach outlined his priorities for the 
coming term at Friday’s AGM.
Councillor Cahill said the South Kerry Greenway 
will be a Gamechanger, a Lifeline, a future for 
our children and our children’s children and all 
future generations. “We must  ensure all users 
and residents get the maximum benefit from it 
and that all land owners be properly and fairly 
treated in the conext of accommodation works 
and compensation. It will be our counties biggest 
ever Tourism project and the most important one 
and it must happen” stated Councillor Cahill. 
“I believe we must maximise the funding 
received for our towns and villages under the 
Rural Regeneration and Development Fund 
and all other sources of finance available to 
this District. I am delighted that there is a €20 
million Regeneration Scheme progressing in 

Caherciveen and I sincerely hope that 
it will transform the Town Centre 

by getting rid of dereliction, by 
reopening closed businesses 
and indeed by helping to 
kick start new ones”. We are 
here in Killorglin today and I 
wish to specifically mention 

the Regeneration Scheme 
application for the town and 

call on Council Management 
and staff to make every effort by 

doing everything possible to get it over 
the line. Killorglin is ready for a major scheme, 
the town deserves a major scheme. You have a 
very hard working, progressive and determined 
Chamber Alliance here in Killorglin who I believe 
deserve political support” stated Councillor Cahill. 
“We must provide a full and consistent water 
supply to all residents of our Municipal District. Our 
present system has shown itself to be a shambles, 
particularly in Beaufort, and a completely new 
water pipe network is required to solve this major 
issue. A proper clean water supply is the number 
one basic necessity” said Councillor Cahill. 
“A new Burial Ground is a priority for Beaufort 
where the situation is now critical. A Playground 
for the children of Beaufort is also a priority” 
stated the new Cathaoirleach. 
“I believe that we should strive to have more 

efficient and environmentally friendly transport 
systems put in place on the Ring of Kerry such as 
a battery powered ‘Hop on, Hop off’ Bus service. I 
believe, if introduced such a service will be a great 
success and can be rolled out to Dingle and other 
parts of our county” said Councillor Cahill. 
“I believe we should look at sourcing a site for a 
Remembrance Park in our Municipal District to 
honour all of those who lost their lives during 
this Covid-19 pandemic without the benefit of 
a traditional wake/funeral. I believe this is very 
important for all those who lost family and friends 
during the pandemic” stated Mr Cahill. 
“Education is hugely important and I believe we 
should strive to have top class, modern Sensory 
Hubs in all our Libraries where they can be 
accommodated. I believe we should give all our 
children the best start in life, including children 
that come from disadvantaged backgrounds, 
children with Down syndrome, Autism, ADHD, 
etc. There is such a Sensory Hub in Listowel 
Library that cost between €15,000 and €20,000 
and was funded through the Dormant Accounts” 
stated the Fianna Fail Councillor. 
“Finally, I know that with the cooperation of 
all Public Representatives and our Community 
Organisations, the coming year can be a great 
one for all of South Kerry and it’s residents” added 
Councillor Cahill. 

Cllr. Marie Moloney was elected Cathaoirleach 
of Killarney Municipal District at last Friday’s 

Kerry County Council Meeting.

In her address to the meeting, Cllr. Moloney 
welcomed   new councillor, John O’Donoghue, 
to his first in person Municipal District meeting 
and wished him all the very best in the coming 
years. “ John is following in the footsteps of a 
great representative former Councillor Michael 
Gleeson and I wish Michael and his wife Kathleen 
a long, happy and healthy retirement”, she said,
“I would like to pay tribute to the outgoing 
Cathaoirleach, Cllr Brendan Cronin, who has been 
a fine chairperson and Mayor of Killarney over 
the past year. Brendan brought his experience, 
his efficiency and his passion to the role and 
I congratulate him on a successful year in the 
chair. I think Brendan draw the short straw as it 
was unfortunate that Brendan was Cathaoirleach 
during the pandemic when the normal activities 
and events should be happening, but a lot was 
cancelled due to the pandemic, however he 
didn’t let this daunt him. He showed leadership 

and dedication in supporting the efforts to limit 
the spread of the coronavirus in our Municipal 
District all year and to promote the product 
that is Killarney and I congratulate him on that. 

In particular, I would like progress major works 
at Rathmore and Kilcummin for which funding 
has been allocated, carry out safety works 
at a very dangerous junction at Finnegan’s 
Cross, Kilcummin, where there has been many 
accidents and loss of lives.  I would also like to 
see us go to construction of further cycling lanes 
in the town.  I am also working with the ETB to 
secure a venue for a campus in KIllarney which 
would be a massive boost to the town.  I will be 
keeping the pressure on Irish Water to deliver on 
a sewerage scheme for Kilcummin and the Old 
Killarney Village, Aghadoe and a proper water 
supply for the Listry/Faha area.
This is one of the biggest honours of my life and 
to become the first woman to be Cathaoirleach 
of the Killarney Municipal District since it came 
into being in 2014 is the cherry on the cake.  I 
look forward to being a Cathaoirleach for all of 
the Municipal District, urban and rural. 
I look forward to welcoming visitors to our town 
and to promote Killarney and Kerry at every 
given opportunity.

CLLR MARIE MOLONEY APPOINTED 
AS FIRST FEMALE CATHAOIRLEACH 
OF KILLARNEY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT

Longest serving member of Kerry County Council 
elected Cathaoirleach of the Kenmare Municipal District
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POLITICAL VIEW

In his final official duty as Cathaoirleach today, Cllr Patrick Connor-Scarteen planted an oak 
tree in the grounds of Áras an Chontae in memory of all those who have died of COVID-19. 
Accompanied by Council Chief Executive Moira Murrell.

Michael Healy Rae 
welcoming home a bus 
of Kerry people who had 
their Cataracts removed in 
Belfast this weekend. 

Historic meeting of Kerry County Council at Austin Stack Park
Jimmy Moloney from Listowel has been elected Cathaoirleach of Kerry County Council at a historic meeting of the local authority which was held at Austin Stack Park in Tralee. To 

facilitate a physical gathering of elected councillors and management and to ensure adherence to public health guidelines, the main stand at Austin Stack Park was used for the meeting 
to elect a new Cathaoirleach and Leas-Cathaoirleach for the coming year. PHOTO: DOMNICK WALSH 

Historic meeting of Kerry County Council
 at Austin Stack Park

Jimmy Moloney from Listowel has been 
elected Cathaoirleach of Kerry County 

Council at a historic meeting of the local 
authority which was held at Austin Stack Park 
in Tralee. To facilitate a physical gathering of 
elected councillors and management and to 
ensure adherence to public health guidelines, 
the main stand at Austin Stack Park was used 
for the meeting to elect a new Cathaoirleach 
and Leas-Cathaoirleach for the coming year.

Cllr Moloney has been a Fianna Fáil county 
councillor since 2014 and a former member of 
Listowel Town Council. He is an active member 
of Listowel Tidy Towns and many other 
community and sporting organisations. His 
grandfather, Dan Moloney, was a TD for Kerry 
North between 1957 and 1961 and he later 

served as a member of Seanad Éireann.
Fianna Fáil councillor, Michael Cahill from 
Rossbeigh, a member of the local authority 
since 1990, and current Cathaoirleach of the 
Kenmare Municipal District, was elected as 
Leas-Cathaoirleach of the County Council.
‘It is an honour to have been elected 
Cathaoirleach of Kerry County Council today at 
the iconic Austin Stack GAA Grounds in Tralee,’ 

said Cathaoirleach Moloney.
‘The large open-air setting allowed us to meet 
safely and to ensure that the public health 
guidelines could be adhered to. I want to 
thank the Kerry County Board of the GAA for 
facilitating the meeting.
‘It is also a historic meeting given the political 
significance of Austin Stack in the history of our 
county. He represented Kerry in Dáil Éireann 
between 1919 and 1927 and was the first Kerry 
person to serve in government, as Minister for 
Home Affairs from November 1919 to January 
1922,’ said Cllr Moloney.
The chairman of the Kerry County Board of 
the GAA, Tim Murphy said: ‘The GAA in Kerry 
is delighted to host the annual meeting of 
Kerry County Council today especially given 
the long and close connection between our 
organisation and the local authority.’

CLLR JIMMY MOLONEY ELECTED
CATHAOIRLEACH OF KERRY COUNTY COUNCIL
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SEASON IN FULL SWING

With more time spent at home and new ways of socialising, the barbecue 
season has kicked off earlier than usual this year. As cooking outdoors is 
a favourite, whenever the weather allows, it’s important our good food 
safety habits don’t go up in smoke once the barbecue is lit. safefood 
has some practical tips to help keep your barbecuing trouble-free this 
summer.

Before you get started
If this is your first time barbecuing this year, give your grill a good clean. 
You can scrub the metal rack with an oven cleaner or a damp brush 
dipped in baking soda. Rinse it well with hot, soapy water afterwards.

Keep cold foods cold 
Food is out of your fridge for longer when you are cooking and eating 
outdoors. This can lead to harmful bacteria multiplying quickly. So keep 
perishable foods like salads, coleslaw, and quiche in the fridge until you 
need them.

Before you start cooking
Make sure any frozen foods are fully thawed before you start cooking 
them. The best way to do this is to take them out of the freezer the night 
before and defrost them on the bottom shelf of the fridge

Keep foods you plan to cook properly chilled in the fridge or a cool box 
until you need it.
Light your barbecue well in advance. For charcoal barbecues, the flames 
should have died down before you start cooking.
It’s in your hands
When handling raw meat and poultry, wash your hands thoroughly and 
frequently, most importantly before going on to prepare salads and 
other ready to eat foods.
Once your meat is cooked thoroughly, make sure to keep cooked meat 
separate from raw meat and use separate chopping boards, cooking 
utensils and plates. Harmful bacteria in raw meat, poultry and their juices 
can cross-contaminate cooked food and can make you and your family 
sick.

Cook it well done
The big issue when barbecuing is making sure your food has been cooked 
thoroughly, all the way through. safefood recommends that meats such 
as burgers, sausages, pork and poultry should be cooked until they are 
piping hot all the way through, with no pink meat remaining and the 
juices run clear.
Turn all food regularly and move it around the grill to ensure it is cooked 
evenly on all sides. If you have a meat thermometer you can check the 
meat is safe to eat by inserting a clean thermometer probe into the 
thickest part of the meat or poultry and checking the temperature at has 
reached 75ºC.
Steaks or whole meat joints of beef or lamb can be served rare as harmful 
bacteria are on the outside only and not in the centre.

Don’t mix marinades
Make sure any marinade used on raw meat is not then used as a sauce to 
coat vegetables or cooked meat. It will contain raw meat bacteria! If you 
want to use marinade as a sauce, cook it in a saucepan and bring it to a 
rolling boil before serving it.

Using leftovers
If there are leftovers from your barbecue, cover them and allow the 
food to cool before refrigerating, however make sure to refrigerate food 
within two hours of cooking. Always remember that with leftovers - if in 
doubt, throw it out

For more information on food safety, visit www.safefood.net - 
Mythbusting for World Food Safety Day – Monday 7th June 2021

World Food Safety Day is next Monday 7th June and this year’s theme is 
‘Safe food now for a healthy tomorrow’. To mark the occasion, safefood 
will launch a new podcast series, titled “The Curious Consumer”. Each 
episode sees safefood microbiologists demystify food safety by taking 
some of the most common food safety myths and beliefs, and separating 
fact from fiction. Topics include the 5-second rule, use-by vs best before 
dates and more. These podcasts will be available for listening on the 
safefood website;  https://www.safefood.net/food-safety/busting-food-
safety-myths, or wherever you get your podcasts. Keep an eye on our 
social media channels for more information.

CHICKEN IN BARBECUE SAUCE RECIPE

✔8 chicken thighs

✔2 medium onions, thinly sliced

✔1 green pepper, thinly sliced

✔6 desertspoons of tomato sauce

✔1 dessertspoon of Worcestershire sauce

✔1 teaspoon of chilli powder

✔Salt and pepper, to taste

Pre-heat the oven to 190°C / 375°F / Gas Mark 5

Mix all ingredients except the chicken to make the sauce

Arrange the chicken in a single layer in the casserole dish

Spoon sauce over the chicken

Cover and bake for 55 to 60 minutes, until the chicken is tender 

and the juices run clear.
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Farm safety tips by Sandra Lucey, 
of Healy Insurance

Did you know that almost one third of all 
deaths at work occur at farms? The main 

causes of death in agriculture over the past 
ten years are incidents involving tractors, farm 
vehicles and machinery. Incidents involving 
livestock accounts for nearly 16% followed by 
falls at 10%. 

According to the Health and Safety Authority a 
farmer is seven times more likely to be killed at 
work compared to other workers in any other 
business. The elderly and young children are 
particularly at risk of being injured or killed.
Here are some brief safety tips ; 
Tractors & Machinery 
 Only allow competent persons to drive 
tractors. A young person must be at least 14 
years old to operate a tractor on the farm, and 
over 16 years of age to do so on public roads. 
 Proper driving instruction must be given and 
supervision must be in place. Children under 
14 should not ride in a tractor unless they are 
strapped into a properly designed seat inside 
the cab. 
 When using machinery do not allow 
operators with loose clothing or long hair near 
rotating shafts. 

 Fit guards to PTO shafts, rotating shafts 
and rotating ancillary equipment such as slip 
clutches and so on. 

Livestock 
 Always handle animals with caution and use 
proper handling facilities.
 When moving livestock on a public roadway, 
warning signs should be erected. Vehicles 
and equipment should comply with the 

requirements of the Road traffic acts.
Public safety  
 Ensure that all slurry tanks and lagoons are 
covered or fenced in safety.
 Make sure all your fencing and gateways to 
public roadways are secure and that livestock 
cannot escape into public roadways.
 Take extra precautions with livestock and 
machinery when any member of the public 
visits your farm and make sure they leave your 
farm safely. 
Health & safety statement 
 Complete a farm safety risk assessment 
document and a safety statement and ensure 
everybody who works on the farm reads and 
understand it. The statement will identify 
dangerous activities, outline the safety 
measures that need to be implemented and can 
be amended to your individual needs. 
 The health and safety authority can be found 
on www.hsa.ie or contact info@healyinsurances.
ie and we can forward you a farm safety guide. 

At Healy Insurances we have access to a 
choice of leading insurers with market leading 
advantages. Some insurers offer up to 15% 
discount for completing a safety checklist. 
Contact us today and get the best expert advice 
at the right price. 

BUSINESS
OUTLOOK

GROW YOUR BUSINESS HERE - WITH US!

FARM 
SAFETY TIPS 

  Sandra Lucey, Healy Insurance.

The price of the average second-hand three-bed 
semi in County Kerry has risen 3.2% to €240,000 
in the last three months, according to a national 
survey by Real Estate Alliance.
Across the county, the average time taken to 
sell fell from six weeks to five, the REA Average 
House Price Index shows.
Average Killarney prices this quarter rose 3.6% 
to €290,000, with time to sell falling one week 
to six, while Tralee prices rose 2.7% to €190,000, 
with time taken to sell remaining at five weeks. 
“There is very little to sell, and there is no new 
supply coming on,” said Donal Culloty of REA 
Coyne and Culloty, Killarney.
“There is great demand at all levels and we are 
still seeing trends of people moving home or out 
of cities.
“We are also seeing evidence of people moving 
out to smaller suburban villages near Killarney 
such as Milltown and Barradubh to find first-
time buyer value.”
Average house prices have risen by almost 
€1,000 per week nationwide since the end of 

March, the REA Average House Price Survey has 
found. The survey concentrates on the actual 
sale price of Ireland's typical stock home, the 
three-bed semi, giving an accurate picture of 
the second-hand property market in towns and 
cities countrywide.
Fuelled by pent-up demand and the return of 
physical viewing, the marketplace is also seeing 
the lowest supply and the shortest time taken to 
sell in recent history.
And as multiple buyers bid for scarce supplies, 
the average three bed semi is now reaching 
sale agreed after just four weeks on the market 
across the country – less than half the ten-week 
average this time last year.
The price of a three-bedroomed semi-detached 
house across the country rose by €10,000 
over the past three months to €253,685 – 
representing an annual increase of 8%.
The biggest rises in Q2 came in commuter 
counties and the country’s large towns as buyers 
continue to move out further from the city 
in preparation for long-term hybrid working 

situations.
In Dublin city, 
house prices 
rose by €1,500 
per week in Q2, 
increasing from 
€438,500 in March 
to a present rate 
of €456,667.
Cork, Limerick, 
Galway and 
Waterford cities shared a combined increase of 
3.5% in the past 12 weeks with prices rising by 
€10,000 to an average of €275,000.
Three bed semis in commuter counties rose 
4.33% by over €11,000 in the past three months 
to an average of €270,111 – with the average 
home selling in just three weeks, down from a 
high of 11 weeks a year ago.
As the flight to rural locations continues, prices 
in the rest of the country’s towns rose by over 
4.6% in Q2 to €176,690.

Donal Culloty of REA Coyne 
and Culloty, Killarney.

KERRY HOUSE PRICES RISE 3.2% 
IN THREE MONTHS
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Killarney Racecourse 
to host Cycle Racing

KINGDOM PRIDE 
TO HOST THE
KERRY PRIDE
FESTIVAL

Kerry is to host its own Pride festival over 
the weekend of 16th to 18th July, with in-
person, COVID-safe events taking place across 
Killarney, Tralee, Listowel, and Waterville. 
These will be supplemented by online events 
for those who chose to celebrate remotely, 
whether they are located elsewhere across 
Kerry, Ireland, or indeed the world.
The festival will run across three days and 
includes a schedule of hikes, swims, picnics 
in pods, drag karaoke, quiz night and family-
friendly events. Full event details, including 
information and links for ticketed events, are 
available at www.kingdompride.ie. 
Pride is important all year round, and not just 
in big urban centres. While the main focus of 
the public and the media’s attention has been 
on the fantastic Pride celebrations in Ireland’s 
main cities throughout June, it is often 
forgotten that LGBTQI+ communities exist 
throughout Ireland, from big cities to small 
rural communities. With this in mind, Kingdom 
Pride organises this annual event to highlight 
and celebrate those LGBTQI+ individuals that 
make up the fabric of Ireland’s regional towns 
and villages.
Morgan Queeney, Chairperson of Kingdom 
Pride, commented, “In a time that has been 
isolating for so many, Pride couldn’t come at a 
better point. Our Pride’s theme is “Year of the 
Phoenix”. Every social community is rising from 
the ashes and being reborn, and we aim to do 
the same. Our goal is to deliver hope, fun, and 
colour into life in Kerry for our community and 
our many allies.” 
The festival is being organised by Kingdom 
Pride, a voluntary group of LGBTQI+ activists 
in Kerry.  The group has an advisory panel of 
community supports that include the Listowel 
Family Resource Center; ScEEN In Kerry; 
Jigsaw Kerry; Trans Kerry Support Group; Kerry 
Diocesan Youth Service (KDYS); BLM Kerry; 
Tralee International Resource Centre (T.I.R.C.); 
CYPSC Kerry; LINC Out Kerry; Gay Project; and 
Kerry Adolescent Youth Counselling. 

Normally the home of horses and 
racegoers ,  the exciting spectacle of 

cycle circuit-racing viewed from the stands 
comes to Killarney on July 6th when Killarney 
Racecourse hosts a round of the Munster 
Youth League cycling competition. 

Run by Killarney Cycling Club, the racing 
will take place on the road surrounding 
the track and, according to club Chairman, 
Mark Murphy, it is superb venue: “This 
must be the best venue in Ireland for Youth 
cycle racing with no traffic, magnificent 
views and spectators being able to view 
the action from the stands.” He also added 
that Killarney Cycling Club and the Munster 
Cycling Federation is extremely grateful to 
be facilitated at the venue. 

The Chairman of Killarney Race Company, 
Gerard Coughlan added that, after the 
lockdown, they were happy to help the best 
young cycle racers of Munster get back into 
much needed competition and in a safe 
environment: “The pandemic has brought a 
new awareness about how we can use our 
facilities  and we are happy to be able to 
play our part in helping these young cyclist 
get back into their sport again after the 
lockdowns”.  
Racing kicks off at 7PM with racing 
in Under-12, Under-14 and Under-16 
categories. Everybody is welcome.    

Looking for something fun to do this Summer, 
well why not head into the  Gaeltacht Mhúscraí 
and the Cork region and go for a roam around 
with  Ireland’s premier water Buffaloes with 
your family and friends!
The Macroom Buffalo Farm Tour allows you to 
walk a country mile with our experienced farm 
guide, Dorothy, in the glorious River Lee valley 
and Gaeltacht Mhúscraí.
“We promise to give you a unique insight 
into this unspoiled part of South West Cork in 
this dedicated Irish-speaking region known 
as Gaeltacht Múscraí”, Dorothy told Killarney 
Outlook. “You will enjoy hearing the spoken 
Irish language as you head off to the pastures 
on a guided walking trail around Johnny 
Lunch’s farm which is Ireland’s premier Dairy 
Water Buffalo Farm. Check out it’s bio-diversity 
and sustainability measures which can sustain 
the family and the wild fauna and flora.
 End your visit with a taste of the variety of 
Macroom Buffalo cheeses made from his herd’s 
milk on the farm every day. Buffalo meat can be 
purchased on the farm.
 Experience a true taste of Irish farming life, 
taste it’s produce at the farm’s table for you and 
yours to enjoy and experience with us.

Family Ticket is available.
Children under 3 are free.
So Pop on the wellies, head out to the pastures, 
meet the dairy herd and
enjoy a taste of Macroom  Buffalo Meat &  
Mozzarella cheese on your trail. See these 
majestic animals grazing on the grasslands of 
Johnny Lynch’s farm. Enjoy spotting the local 
flora and wildlife along its many byroads and 
laneways. Meet the Baby Buffalo as calves are 
born all year. Family Tickets are  available and 
Children Under 3 are free.
Book online at https://www.otuamatours.ie

SUMMERTIME WITH 
THE BUFFALOS
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200 people attended  the highly-
anticipated first indoor pilot gig in Ireland 
at  Gleneagle INEC, Killarney on Saturday, 
June 26th. The gig at the INEC, was held 
with the audience seated in pods of six 
and each pod allocated a table and arrival 
time.
The Legendary Christy Moore, headlined 
the event, with guest Artistes,  Susan 
O’Neill and Jack L; Moore’s headline show 
at the INEC is just one of a series of indoor 
and outdoor pilot events taking place 
around the country this summer. The pilot 
events announced by the Department of 
Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport 
and Media have been sanctioned in order 
to test the logistics of how people can 
attend live events safely.

PICTURES: VALERIE O’SULLIVAN

Traditional Singer and 
Musician Muireann Nic 
Amhlaoibh from Corca 
Dhuibhne, accompanied 
by Gerry O’Beirne & Donál 
O’Connor, performing at  
the highly-anticipated 
first indoor pilot gig in 
Ireland at  Gleneagle 
INEC, Killarney on 
Saturday, June 26th.

A Privilege for the 200 guests...Sharon Barry, left, Dave Barry, Carol Hogan, Nick 
Moore, Gerrie O’Sullivan, Mary Nash, Killarney,  at  the highly-anticipated first 
indoor pilot gig in Ireland at Gleneagle INEC, Killarney on Saturday, June 26th.

A Privilege for the 200 guests... John Kehoe, Érin Kehoe, Colm Walsh and Darren O’Connor, 
Killarney,  at  the highly-anticipated first indoor pilot gig in Ireland at Gleneagle INEC, 
Killarney on Saturday, June 26th.

A Privilege for the 200 guests...John Lenihan, left, Michael Lenihan, Toddy Doyle, Tom Doyle and , Killarney,  at  the highly-
anticipated first indoor pilot gig in Ireland at Gleneagle INEC, Killarney on Saturday, June 26

Jack L performing at the gig.

Back where they belong.. . .

Indoor pilot gig a huge success
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A great day for the parish...

ROAD RECONSTRUCTION WORKS
COMPLETED ON OLD KENMARE ROAD

Bridging the gap...a new bridge was installed at Cores Cascade, along the Old Kenmare Road, Killarney National Park, 
which is also a section of the Kerry Way. The essential work was carried out by the National Parks and Wildlife Service, 
after the former bridge was washed away by flooding last year.n 

The Road to the Upper Torc car park (known locally as Tanks Road) at  the junction of the N71 has been resurfaced. The 
road leads to the starting point of the Old Kenmare Road, Upper Torc Waterfall and Torc Mountain, Killarney National 
Park.   PHOTOS: VALERIE O’SULLIVAN

Road repairs and improvements works 
on the Old Kenmare Road in Killarney 

National Park were completed this week and 
involved an investment of   €382,000.

The Old Kenmare road (locally known as the 
Tanks Road) from the junction of the N71 to 
the upper car park at Torc,  was closed to all 
vehicular, cycling and pedestrian access from 
Monday 17th May  to facilitate the repairs 
which were completed ahead of schedule.
The project formed part of the Killarney 
Municipal District Schedule of Works 
Programme for 2021 and is funded via an 
Outdoor Recreational Infrastructure Scheme 
(ORIS) to the value of €250,000 and a Local 
Improvement Scheme investment to the 
value of €132,000. 
The investment is a fantastic boost for locals 
and visitors and will ensure that a route 
which had deteriorated in recent years. 
would now be brought up to standard.
 

Dr. Crokes GAA Club and the Speakeasy Bar 
have agreed a three year jersey sponsorship 
deal for the senior hurlers, covering the 
period 2021 to 2023.  Gavin O’Donoghue of 
the Speakeasy Bar attended last week’s senior 
hurling training to present the new jerseys.  
Dr. Crokes senior hurlers won the County 
Intermediate Championship last year and 
have been promoted to Division 1 County 
League and Senior County Championship for 
the 2021 season.  The new jersey got its first 
airing last Sunday, when the senior hurlers 
met Kilgarvan in the County League and 
proved to be a lucky jersey, as Dr. Crokes ran 
out winners on a score of 1-20 to 1-19.

Pictured at 
the renewal of 
sponsorship for Dr. 
Crokes Senior Hurlers 
are l-r Dan Kelleher 
(selector), Niall Keogh 
(selector), Matt 
O’Neill (Chairman), 
Paul Downey 
(Hurling Officer), 
Gavin O’Donoghue 
(Speakeasy Bar), 
Timmy Hourigan 
(selector), John 
Lenihan (manager), 
Kieran Crehan 
(Selector).
 

Sponsorship renewed for Hurling team
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BUTTERNUT 
SQUASH 
AND 
SPINACH 
CURRY

Ingredients

1 tablespoon oil
1 onion chopped
3 cloves garlic crushed
Thumb size piece of fresh ginger grated
2 teaspoons curry powder
1 teaspoon ground coriander
1 can chopped tomatoes
1 can coconut milk
1 can chickpeas drained
1 butternut squash peeled, 
deseeded and cubed
4 cups fresh spinach
Handful fresh coriander chopped 
(to garnish)
Salt and pepper to season
 

Method
 
Add the oil to the pan and add onions fry 
for 5 minutes on a medium heat. Add the 
garlic and ginger and season with salt and 
pepper fry another 2 minutes or so. Add the 
Tomatoes, coconut milk, butternut squash, 
spices and chickpeas and bring to a boil and 
then simmer for 15 minutes or until the 
butternut squash is tender. Turn off the heat 
and stir in the spinach and allow it to wilt. 
I served with brown rice and sprinkled with 
fresh coriander to garnish. This dish is so 
tasty, low fat and easy to make so a nice one 
for weeknight meals.

Denis Kelleher (theskinny.
Baker) is living in Rathmore 
and began baking when 
he was 12 years old. 
You can follow Denis on 
Facebook and Instagram 
@theskinny.baker for lots 
more recipes

BANOFFE 
BLONDIES  
Ingredients
100 g  butter
225 g White chocolate chips 
175 g soft light brown sugar
1 egg, beaten
200g peeled very ripe bananas (about 2, mashed)
2 tsp vanilla extract
225 plain flour
1 tsp baking powder
1/4 tsp salt
Caramel sauce 
20cm (8in) square cake tin

Method
1 Preheat the oven to 180°C 
2 If the cake tin has a removable base, butter the sides and 
line the base with a square of baking parchment, 
3 Place the butter and white chocolate in a saucepan and 
set over a low heat.
4 When the butter has melted, remove from the heat and 
stir to melt the chocolate. 5,Pour into a large bowl and mix 
in the sugar, egg, mashed bananas and vanilla extract, 
6 ift in the remaining ingredients and fold in thoroughly to 
mix, then spoon the mixture into the prepared tin
7 Drizzle some caramel sauce on to the mix and get a knife 
and move the knife around the mix to mix in the caramel, 
and bake for 30–35 minutes or until just set and golden 
on top. 

Either allow to cool completely in the tin or allow to cool 
in the tin for 5–10 minutes and serve while still warm 
and sprinkle some icing sugar on top and drizzle some 
caramel sauce on top. Carefully remove the cake from the 
tin and cut into squares for serving.
Perfect with whipped cream or vanilla icecream

If you make the blondies tag me on Instagram and 
I will share your bakes.@theskinny.baker

The Skinny Baker

If you like my vegan recipes I would be delighted if 
you would join me on my Instagram @vegan_shares 
hope to  see you there. Sarah
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Yes, it is more difficult. When you are building your family home there is 
more of a risk of things going wrong than purchasing your home. The most 
obvious and biggest risk is of course the risk of you going over your budget 
to build and finish your property. Lenders when assessing your application 
need to take this risk into account. Lenders will put emphasis on the cost of 
construction of your property to make sure the costs are realistic. If you are 
making your application through a mortgage broker he/she should spend 
a lot of time discussing the cost of the construction and loan amounts 
with you to make sure they are realistic and affordable. If these figures are 
incorrect and especially if they are too low then your mortgage application 
could be declined. A big positive at the moment for people who are first time 
buyers and are building or buying a new property that is their family home 
is that there is now a Help To Buy Scheme that you can apply for through 
the Revenue. There is up to €30,000 available through this scheme, there are 
terms and conditions attached to this Help To Buy Scheme. Obviously this is 
very beneficial in terms of reducing your cost of construction and reducing 
your mortgage amount also. Each lenders criteria for self build mortgages 
is different & you need to know this before choosing a lender that suits you 
best. A mortgage broker who has access to many lenders and has a lot of 
experience with self build mortgages may be very helpful to you.

 If you require any further information on the above or any other matter you 
can contact Dermot Cronin at dermotcroninifa@gmail.com or 0646622775 
or 0872893649.

Is it more difficult to get a mortgage 
to build my home than a mortgage 
to buy my home?
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THROUGH THE KEYHOLE…
A PICTORIAL LOOK AT KILLARNEY PROPERTIES ON THE MARKET

Price Region: €495,000 BER: D1
Auctioneers who would like to feature on “Through the Keyhole” 
contact Des on 087-6593427.

Address:   COOLCLOGHER DRIVE, LORETO ROAD, KILLARNEY

Rare opportunity to purchase a large four bedroom well finished detached private residence on mature half acre site in quiet cul de sac.    
The property which is located just off the exclusive Loreto road, within minutes of Loreto primary school, Killarney town centre, 

Killarney national park and Muckross house.

Agent: l Michael Coghlan Sherry FitzGerald Coghlan  l 95 New Street, Killarney  l Tel: 064 6631892 / 087 2668591 l  E: info@sfmc.ie

As summer holidays start for school children, 
the HSE National Cancer Control Programme in 
collaboration with Healthy Ireland and cross-
sectoral partners are reminding parents and 

carers to be SunSmart and protect children’s 
skin during the summer holidays. Playing and 
spending time outdoors is great for children. 
Protecting children’s skin from the sun when 
outside reduces their risk of skin cancer in later 
life.  In Ireland, UV from the sun is strongest from 
April to September between 11am-3pm, even 
when it is cloudy. 
According to Dr Triona McCarthy, Consultant 
in Public Health Medicine, HSE National 
Cancer Control Programme, “Children’s skin 
is very sensitive to ultraviolet (UV) radiation 
from the sun which causes sunburn. Sunburn 
during childhood increases the risk of getting 
skin cancer as an adult. If your child is badly 
sunburned more than 3 times before the age 
of 20, they more than double their risk of skin 
cancer as an adult.

Protect yourself and your children by being 
SunSmart as part of your daily routine from April 
– September, even when it is cloudy:
Slip clothing on children that covers skin such as 
long sleeves, collared t-shirts;
Slop on sunscreen on exposed areas, 
using factor 50+ for children;
Slap on a wide-brimmed hat;

Seek shade - Sit in cover of trees to avoid direct 
sunlight and use a sunshade on your buggy or 
pram. Keep babies and children 
out of direct sunlight.
Slide on sunglasses to protect their eyes

Dr McCarthy also says, “It is better to protect 
babies up to 6 months old from sunlight by 
using shade and clothing rather than sunscreen. 
You may choose to use sunscreen sometimes on 
small parts of your baby’s skin. If you do, choose 
a sensitive sunscreen specifically for babies or 
toddlers.  For children up to 1 year old, it is best 
to keep them in the shade and wear clothing 
that covers their skin when outdoors.”
Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer 
in Ireland with over 13,000 diagnosed annually, 
yet is largely preventable by protecting skin 
from UV radiation from the sun or artificial 
sources such as sunbeds.  The National Skin 
Cancer Prevention Plan 2019-2022 provides 
information about how we are working to 
reduce skin cancer in Ireland.  
For more information on how to protect 
children’s skin you can find the Healthy Ireland 
SunSmart resources at the SunSmart hub at 
www.hse.ie/sunsmart.

Pictured are sisters Isla (7), Pippa (4) and Evie (3) from 
Navan. Minister Frank Feighan, Minister of State for Public 
Health, Wellbeing and the National Drugs Strategy  Maria 
McEnery, Cancer Prevention Officer, HSE National Cancer 
Control Programme. Gerry Murphy, Meteorologist and 
Weather Forecaster, Met Éireann.

School’s Out... for Summer
HSE advises Be SunSmart  and protect children’s skin
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Minister of State at the Department of Transport, Hildegarde 
Naughton TD has announced details of a further 10-month 

extension to the validity period of learner permits in response to the 
level 5 restrictions due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Due to restrictions on accessing many of the services delivered by the 
Road Safety Authority (RSA), as a result of Covid-19, some learner 
permit holders could not avail of driving lessons, sit the driving test or 
renew their learner permit.

Commenting on the extension, Minister Naughton said; “Providing this 
further 10 month extension to the expiry date to Learner Permits will 
allow for peace of mind to many learner drivers as they continue to 
work towards passing their driving test in the months ahead. Those 
who will benefit from this extension don’t need to do anything, our 
systems will update their records automatically. A new learner permit 
will not be issued to drivers with the new expiry date, rather the 
electronic driver record will be updated to reflect the new expiry date.
This means that a person whose learner permit expired on 10 March 
2020 will have the life of this permit extended to 10 September 2021, 
while a person whose permit expires on 15 August 2020 will have a 
new expiry date of 15 October 2021.
If you have already renewed your permit, and it had an expiry date 
between 1 March 2020 and 31 July 2021 the extension will not apply, 
and the expiry date of your permit will be as shown on your new 
permit. The RSA has also told Insurance Ireland and An Garda Síochána 
about the new expiry date of learner permits.” 
This now means that a driver whose learner permit is or has expired 
between 1 March 2020 and 31 July 2021 is being extended by 10 
months. This is in addition to previous extensions granted. Therefore,
Permits that expired between 1 March and 30 June 2020 that were 
previously extended by 8 months will now be extended by a further 10 
months, so 18 months in total.
Permits that expired between 1 July to 31 October 2020 that were 
previously extended by 4 months will now be extended by a further 10 
months, so 14 months in total.
Permits that expired or will expire between 1 November 2020 and 31 
July 2021 will be extended for 10 months. 
By way of example of the above, where the date of expiry on the 
physical learner permit, which can be seen at opposite number 4b on 
the permit shows
5 March 2020, the new expiry date is 5 September 2021.
5 July 2020, the new expiry date is 5 September 2021.
5 December 2020, the new expiry date is 5 October 2021.
Drivers who are affected by the extension are encouraged to check 
the new expiry date of their learner permit by using the expiry date 
calculator on www.ndls.ie. Enter the expiry date printed on your 
learner permit into the calculator and it will tell you the new expiry 
date.

Minister Extends
the Expiry Dates 
of Learner Permits
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CITROËN UNVEIL ALL NEW FLAGSHIP C5 X MODELCITROËN UNVEIL ALL NEW FLAGSHIP C5 X MODEL
Citroën have unveiled their all-new flagship C5 X model which will sit in 
the D-segment and aims to disrupt this rather traditional large car division.  
Featuring an original design that combines the elegance of a saloon, 
dynamism of an estate and the elevated stance of an SUV, the C5 X ensures 
that a choice is no longer required between comfort and style in this segment. 
This new model, available in both petrol and plug-in hybrid versions, will go 
on sale in Ireland in early 2022 for the 221 registration period.
On the outside, the C5 X exudes confidence with a distinctive modern and 
innovative body style. The striking fastback silhouette and V-shaped front/
rear light signature offers an assertive stance while the long bonnet with 
fluid, aerodynamic lines and high waistline demonstrates distinction and 
dynamism. Traditional Citroën practicality is also evident from the easy 
opening tailgate, wide loading area and carnivorous boot space of 545 litres 
which increases to 1,640 litres when the rear seats are folded down. The 
C5 X features an elevated stance, thanks increased ground clearance and 
large-diameter 19” wheels allowing for a higher driving position with greater 
safety and visibility. The C5 X stands at 4,805 mm long, 1,865 mm wide and 
1,485 mm high placing it at the heart of the D-segment while a wheelbase 
of 2,785 mm ensures spectacular interior space and comfort for driver and 
passengers alike.  
Inside, spaciousness and practicality are evident all round as Citroën sets yet 
another benchmark for comfort. Advanced Comfort seating, an uncluttered 
dashboard design and a spacious rear cabin invites rest and relaxation. 
Roominess is further enhanced by the brightness of the 360-degree glass 
areas around the cabin, including quarter windows, and a large opening 
glass sunroof that allows additional light to flood in as required. Ride 
comfort is further increased through enhanced acoustic insulation and 
Citroën Advanced Comfort® suspension which is designed to recreate the 
iconic magic carpet effect. C5 X also introduces an all-new infotainment 
interface for Citroën that combines a new 12” HD infotainment interface, 

natural voice recognition system, customisable widget-based display, 4 
USB Type C sockets and wireless smartphone charging. The feeling of well-
being on board is even further increased by additional technologies such as 
the extended Head Up Display and Highway Driver Assist which combines 
Adaptive Cruise Control with a Stop & Go feature and Lane Keeping Assist to 
provide level 2 semi-autonomous driving. 
C5 X will provide an offering suitable for all uses, in addition to a petrol engine 
offering, a Plug-in Hybrid version will deliver 225 hp with the possibility of 
driving more than 50 km in full electric mode up to 135 km/h.
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As a Body & Life Confidence Expert, I spend much of my life helping others to turn their problems into 
possibilities. It is so rewarding when I see someone open up to different ways of thinking, being, acting 
and behaving in their life. 
Often, when we are struggling with something in our life, we fall into thinking that if only the external 
circumstances of our life would change, then everything would be fine. We might focus on the fact that 
we need a change in our living situation, a new car, more money, weight loss etc. 
However, the greatest changes come from changing our own inner state of being. This doesn’t mean 
that the external things don’t matter – they do. However, in order to create external changes, we need 
to get ourselves into the right inner environment. For many of us, this means managing our relationship 
to stressful situations and reframing our thoughts so that we can see the potential in the problem.

Coaching Action Tip
Whenever you find yourself in a challenging situation, take a moment to step back from it and press 
pause. Harness the power of your creative mind by asking yourself the following guiding question: 
“ If there was a hidden benefit (or gift) in this situation, what might it be?” This begins to help the 
conscious mind look for solutions and benefits. Then, every day, meditate or sit quietly and come up 
with three small positive actions to move you closer to what makes you feel better. 

https://www.instagram.com/romancingyourbody/?hl=en

How to turn problems 
into possibilities

How can I get rid of Red Veins 
around my cheeks and chin?

IPL Laser (Intense Pulsed Light) can 
provide a great long-term solution 
for thread veins, red spots or red 
flushing on the face. Concentrated 
well controlled bursts of white light 
are pulsed into the skin where it is 
readily absorbed by blood vessels, 
heating them to a point where they 
are cauterised. The capillaries are then 
absorbed back into the bloodstream 
leaving the skin looking less red and 
clearer in appearance. The heat/light 
from IPL is milder than traditional 
laser treatments and will not damage 
healthy skin cells, so there are no 
negative side effects like flushing. Fast 
effective results in just 15-20 minutes 
and there is no downtime. A course 
of 3-4 treatments may be needed 
depending on the severity of the 
redness.
Excessive sun damage, extreme 
wind, temperature changes and 

excessive alcohol intake causes your 
blood vessels to contract and dilate 
weakening them. 
To keep blood vessels strong:
Get plenty vitamin C - Avoid smoking
 • Avoid extreme hot or cold - Wear spf 
• Cover your face in extreme weather 
• Be aware of foods and drinks that 
cause you to flush.

 

HOW CAN I MAKE A HABIT CHANGE 
TO REDUCE MY STRESS EASY?
The first step is to scale the habit you wish to change to something you are 90-100% confident 
you can do for 6 days of the week. Have one day off per week from completing the habit.

I highly recommend finding a trigger in the time you choose to do this habit change. For 
example if you have decided to pick mediation as your first habit change to help you reduce 
stress, Choose a trigger that’s already in your daily routine that you’re going to tie the habit 
to. Examples: waking up, drinking your first cup of coffee, eating breakfast, brushing teeth, 
showering, using bathroom in the morning, opening your computer for the first time, arriving 
at work.

TO DO: Create your personal version of the habit to commit to this challenge!
Here’s a template:
I am 90-100% confident that I will [insert habit] for 6 days a week after I [insert what you’re 
going to piggyback off of].
Here’s an example:
I am 90-100% confident that I will complete 2 minutes of meditation for 6 days a week after I 
eat my breakfast.
P.S. Don’t worry about making this perfect. 

Don’t take on your next habit change until you are confident you have successfully completed 
you first one. Next step is to repeat the same process you did to select the first habit change 
and make it happen. 

Another example of a Habit change to reduce stress coming next week where we will cover 
habit changes to diet for stress relief. 

 
   

Noreen Mangan
Tel: 0646630712  
www.whatwomenwant.ie

‘Learn the importance of selfcare’

Noreen 
answers your 
beauty questions...

Activate Gym, Ballycasheen
Angela Kerrisk

Many sports clubs and gym’s have AEDs available for use in an 
emergency. These along with first aid kits should be stocked, 
accessable and regularly checked. Activate Gym have made 
this defibrillator available to the community and we would 
encourage all clubs to ensure access is easily gained should an 
AED be needed in an emergency.
Find out more at killarneycru.ie 

LIFE SAVING DEFIBRILLATORS
NEAR YOU!

Following on from last weeks tips on using 
Habit based approach to reduce stress…..
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Most people who need to wear 
glasses can wear contact lenses.#
There are two main types of contact 
lenses:
• soft lenses which mould to the 
shape of your eye
 • rigid gas permeable lenses (RGP 
lenses) which are fitted closely to 
the shape of your eye and are less 
flexible.
Most contact lenses fitted in Ireland 
are soft lenses. They are available 
as single-use daily, fortnightly and 
monthly disposable lenses, and 
more specialist lenses that are 
designed to last for longer.  

Which type of contact lens is best? 
Contact Lenses
The type of lens that is best for you 
will depend upon several factors. 
These include how often you want 
to wear your lenses – for example 
do you want to wear them just for 
certain activities such as sport, or do 
you want to wear them most of the 
time, instead of glasses?
As soft lenses are initially more 
comfortable than RGP lenses, they 
are ideal for people who only want to 
wear lenses occasionally. RGP lenses 
are a little more uncomfortable than 
soft lenses at first, so they take a bit 
more getting used to

Are contact lenses safe?
Modern contact lenses are very 
safe, as long as you follow advice 
about how to wear and look after 
them, and have regular check-ups. 
It is possible that anything that 
touches your eye could introduce an 
infection.
I need to wear different glasses for distance 
and reading – can I have bifocal or varifocal 
contact lenses?
When you reach your forties it is 
common to find that you need a 
different prescription for reading 
than you need for distance.
There are three main options to 
correct presbyopia with contact 
lenses:
• You may choose to have contact 
lenses to correct your distance 
vision, and wear reading glasses 
over the top when you need them.
• You may have multifocal contact 
lenses. 
• You may wear lenses to have one 
eye corrected to see in the distance 
and one eye corrected for near 
vision. This is called monovision.
Each of the different options has 
advantages and disadvantages and 
we can help you decide which is 
best for you.

For more information and honest 
advice contact us for an appointment

CONTACT LENSES

FEATURE FILM 'JOYRIDE' STARRING
OLIVIA COLEMAN HAS BEGUN SHOOTING 
IN KERRY THIS WEEK!

 Joyride, the Subotica produced feature film starring Olivia 
Colman, has begun shooting on location in Kerry this 

week! Helmed by Emmy award-winning director, Emer 
Reynolds, the film follows the adventures of two very 
different main characters, both, in their own way, on the 

run. Fourteen year old Charlie Reid has landed the role of 
his young life, starring opposite one of the most talented 

actresses in the industry and an acclaimed academy award 
winner. Throughout July the production will film at an array of locations 
throughout the county with many locals already on board to take part as 
extras. The story of the growing relationship between the two unlikely 
tearaways was created and written by screenwriter Ailbhe Keogan who 
hails from Kerry and who Kerry College are proud to claim as a graduate!
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ØKILCUMMIN COMMUNITY GAMES MUSIC

Congratulations to Eoin Foley who won a bronze medal for Kerry in the 
National U12 solo music at the weekend. This is a fantastic achievement 
in a very competitive event. Well done Eoin, you did Kilcummin proud.

ØBOG WALKS

Walk Brochures are available at the Rural Development Office and the 
Post Office and online on our facebook page.   We would very much 
appreciate if the following was observed by all users of the walk; (1) Bring 
your rubbish home with you and help keep this environment clean. (2) 
Keep your dog(s) on a lead when you come in contact with fellow walkers 
or wildlife. As this is the breeding season for our wildlife, dogs off the 
lead and left roam on the bog can do immence harm to nesting birds, 
hares etc. (3) Respect the local landowners’ property. This is a beautiful 
amenity in our Parish, and we should all strive to make it a clean, safe and 
friendly place to enjoy.  

ØKILCUMMIN GAA
SHARE THE POT

Congratulations to Cathriona McGuire, winner of our 50/50 Split The 
Pot. Cathriona receives €200.00. Next draw Sunday 11th July. Tickets 
available from Kilcummin P.O., Paddy O’Keefe’s, Gattabawn or www.
kilcummingaa.com.

ØMASTERGEEHA FC

We had lots of teams in action in the last week, all representing the 
club really well.

ØRESULTS

Our U11 teams were in action and again they all did us proud 
demonstrating their skills on the pitch
U12:  MEK Galaxy 3 - 2 Mastergeeha FC. Scorers: Jack Murphy & Roan 
Guerin. U12: MEK Galaxy B 0 - 2 Mastergeeha FC B. Scorers: Cathal 
O’Keeffe & Sean Fleming. U14: Ballyhar Dynamos 1 - 8 Mastergeeha 
FC A. Scorers: Sean McAuliffe (3), Matthew Kennedy (2), Tadhg Herlihy 
(1), Odhran O’Shea (1) & Darragh O’Keeffe (1). U15: Killorglin AFC 2 - 5 
Mastergeeha FC

Scorers: Diarmuid Furlong, Cian O’Connor, Bobby Gallivan, Adam Whitty 
and Emmet Spillane
U16: Mastergeeha FC 8 - 1 Tralee Dynamos. Scorers: Sean Doolan (4), 
David O’Leary (2), Alan O’Leary (2). Seniors: Mastergeeha FC 2 - 3 Tralee 
Dynamos. Scorer: James Nagle (2.

ØEUROS GOALS GALORE

Our Goals Galore Competition is in full flight and it is all close at the 
top of the table with only 3 goals separating the top 5. Mary O’Dwyer is 
leading the way on 43 goals with Jeremiah McCarthy, Peter O’Brien, Pat 
Buckley and Sean Cronin following closely in the top 5.  For the Wooden 
Spoon. Siun & Finn Casey are leading this with Conn Fleming, Caroline 
O’Leary, Rhea Kate Devane and Sean Reilly only 1 goal ahead. It’s tight at 
the top of the Dirtiest Entry competition too with Kieran Fleming leading 
on 43 points with 6 others 1 point behind. Check out the Goals Galore 
Leaderboard on our Facebook page.

ØMASTERGEEHA FC LOTTO

There was no winner of the Lotto on Friday 25th  June 2021. Numbers 
drawn were 7, 11, 18, 23. Consolation prizes went to the following:  €50 
Marie Pigott, Kilcummin,  €50 Mattie Dillon, Tralee, €50 Pat & Eileen 
Buckley (online) €50 Margaret Buckley, Kilcummin. Next lotto draw for a 
jackpot of €2200 in the Village Inn, Kilcummin on Friday night July 2nd. 
Please support us by purchasing tickets from our team of ticket sellers or 
online at www.mastergeeha.com/lotto. We have a new lotto stand at the 
Reeks in Killarney where you are play too.

ØKILLARNEY LIBRARY

The Summer Stars Reading Challenge is now open for children who wish 
to take part. Entry cards and sign-up are available at Killarney Library. 
The challenge will run until 31st August. Weekly competitions are taking 
place over the summer with book tokens for each weekly winner. Free 
online workshops are also taking place on 1st July (Superhero Flyers) and 
27th July (Jovial Juggling) but need to be booked in advance. For further 
information please see www.kerrylibrary.ie
 

KILCUMMIN

COMMUNITY FOCUS Community News around the county

Written by: John Moriarty

Congratulations to Eoin Foley who won a bronze medal for 
Kerry in the National U12 solo music at the weekend.

BEAUFORT

ØSYMPATHY

Sympathy is extended to the O’Shea family, Keelohane on the passing of Jimmy 
O’Shea. Jimmy was a former Beaufort senior player and Club supporter. 

ØGOLF CLASSIC

Beaufort GAA Club annual Golf Classic will be held on Friday, 16th July in Beaufort 
Golf Club. It is again sponsored by MF Decorating Ltd. It is a 3-person team event. 
Entry fee is €180 per team and tee box sponsorship is €50.
To book a tee time or tee box, please contact Colm at 087 6737414.

ØFIXTURES

Senior men home Killarney Legion, Sunday, 4th July at 2pm in round 3, Co Senior 
League. Junior men away John Mitchels, Sunday, 4th July at time to be decided in 
same competition.

ØRESULTS

Beaufort 0.06 Glenbeigh/Glencar/Cromane 6.13 in U20 Co League
Beaufort 4.14 Keel 0.08 in Mid Kerry senior 2020 league.

Written by:  Cliodhna Coffey
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ØCONGRATULATIONS

To jamie Cronin who never missed a day  from Shrone NS In his 8 years at 
school great achieviment with in  primary school. Well done Jamie.

ØST VINCENT DE PAUL  RATHMORE

LOCAL CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT 087 3462332.
COVID-19 Support Line for Older People ALONE manage a national 
support line and additional supports for older people who have concerns 
or are facing difficulties relating to COVID19. Professional staff are available 
to answer queries and give advice and reassurance where necessary. The 
support line is open seven days a week, 8am - 8pm, by calling 0818 222 
024.

ØSUICIDE AWARENESS

A Clothes Bank in Aid of Suiclde Awareness in Aid of Sulcide Awareness in 
now lnstalled in the Creamery yard Rathmore. All Clothes accepted
No soild Rags Duvers or Rugs. Anyone in need of support call
Mary on 087-3162257 For Suicide Awareness.

ØSYMPATHY

To Eileen O’Connor (nee Sheehan ) on the death of her sister Mary Crowley 
Barraduff. We extend our sympathies also to Mary’s family, Aileen, Mairead, 
Denis, Eoin & Gearóid, her brothers & sisters, extended Sheehan & Crowley 
families. May Mary rest in peace.

ØTHE AGM OF IRD DUHALLOW CLG AND THE
LAUNCH  OF THE PROGRESS

Report 2020–2021 will take place on Wednesday 28th of July at
8.00pm in the James O’Keeffe Institute, Newmarket. While the A.G.M is a 
legal requirement of this organisation, it also provides an important forum 
for all communities in Duhallow to review activities and hear about
opportunities for the coming year. However, due to COVID-19 Restrictions 
the number to attend the AGM will be limited this year to Board Members 
and two community representatives per region to be notified by Friday 
16th July 2021. Please contact the Office on 029-60633 if you are in a 
position to attend the AGM. Only those registered can be admitted on 
the night. All paid up members are entitled to send a proxy vote on any 
motion being put forward or election for the AGM. IRD Duhallow relies 
heavily on contributions from local communities and businesses.
We would appreciate renewal of your subscription as soon as possible. 

As per our rules only paid up members are entitled to vote or stand for 
office. The IRD Duhallow friendly phone call service is used now more than 
ever before. If you know of someone living alone or feeling isolated and 
who would like to chat with someone on daily & weekly basis then we can 
arrange this. Please contact 029-60633.

ØGNEEVEGUILLA COMMUNITY  DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL 

AND GNEEVEGUILLLA BASKETBALL CLUB 
Had our weekly draw for our Share the Bucket on Friday evening 25/06/21. 
The Jackpot winners to  Congratulations to Susan o Neill €320  Well done 
susan this week’s jackpot winner of €320. Guaranteed winner every week, 
go to our Facebook page to find out how and where you can play. https://
www.facebook.com/gneeveguilla a/Draw takes place every Friday eve 
@8:30 pm on Facebook live.

Ø4 WEEK SUMMER SIZZLER REMOTE
COOKERY PROGRAMME 

One of the aims of the Community Food Initiatives is to support families 
with children up to the age of 12 years in their own homes to develop 
their cooking skills and healthy eating habits.  This Summer Sizzler Remote 
Cookery Programme will run over 4 weeks;  Wednesday 7thJuly, 14thJuly, 
21st July and 28th July.  IRD Duhallow will prepare a box of ingredients and 
recipes from Safefood’s 101 Square Meals that can be picked up from IRD 
Duhallow every Wednesday afternoon and Duhallow Community Food 
Services will prepare easy to follow step-bystep videos for each recipe.
For more information or to register for the 4-week Summer Sizzler Remote 
Cookery Programme please email brighid-ide.walsh@irdduhallow.com or 
call Brighid-Ide on 029-60633.   

ØRATHMORE GAA

Astro Turf Now open for bookings. Groups must not exceed 15 people. 
Covid sanitizing and contact tracing applies to groups.
Contact Noreen on 087 1144100

ØNOTES

if you would like to add to the notes please email Michael O’Mahony 
(momahony14@gmail.com) or ring or text 087--6676817. Before 6pm 
sunday.
    

COMMUNITY FOCUS Community News around the county

RATHMORE|GNEEVEGUILLA

By Michael O’ Mahony

Jacqueline O’Connor, daughter of Niall 
O’Connor and Anna O Sullivan, Milltown and 
Djaffar Yagoub son of Mohamed Yagoub and 

Daouia Mandef Algiers from Algeria.. 
Best man was Michael O’ Sullivan & bridesmaid 

was Jacintha O’ Connor. The couple married 
in Killarney Registry Office and held their 
reception at home. The couple will reside 

in Milltown.

Hole in One for Cillian
A momentous day for Cillian Walsh at 
Killarney Golf & Fishing Club this week.

Playing with his dad Ray and Mossie 
Cremin, Cillian, using a 4 iron, hit 176 yards 
into a strong breeze and with one bounce it 
went into the hole. He was presented with 

his certificate from Graham Spring, Director 
of Golf at the club.
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SPA

ØUPCOMING FIXTURES

Friday July 2nd U12 Girls Spa v ISG (Kenmare, 6.15pm); Saturday July 3rd Co 
League Div 1A Spa v Mitchels (away, 7.30pm); Sunday July 4th Co League 
Div 6C Spa B v Dingle B (home 2pm) & U13 Co League Spa v St Michaels 
Foilmore (away, 6.30pm); Monday July 5th EK Minor League Spa v Cordal/
Scartaglin (home, 7.30pm) & Senior Ladies League Spa v Finuge/St Senans 
(home, 7.30pm);  Tuesday July 6th East Kerry Junior League Spa v Firies 
(home, 7.30pm);  Wednesday July 7th U15 Co League Spa v Laune Rangers 
(home, 7pm); Thursday July 1st U11 Go Games Spa v BYE.  
Best of luck to all teams and managements. Reminder that a maximum 
of 100 spectators allowed attend games and in the event of any changes 
to fixtures, the most up to date list will be on the spagaa.com website 
calendar.   
 
 ØKERRY LADIES NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE FINAL

Our Kerry senior ladies played in the National League Division 2 Final in 
Croke Park on Saturday and were defeated by Meath on the day. A huge 
achievement to reach the league final and well done to all, especially 
Niamh Kearney, Cassandra Buckley and Ciara Moynihan from Spa. 
 
ØSENIOR LADIES CO LEAGUE 

Our Spa Senior Ladies start their Donal Curtin Cup campaign this week 
and the fixtures are as follows. Best of luck to the team & management. All 
games are scheduled for Monday nights at 7.30pm -  
Rd1 June 28th Spa v Na Gaeil (away) 
Rd2 July 5th Spa v Finuge St Senans (home) 
Rd3 July 12th Spa v Castleisland Desmonds (away) 
Rd4 July 19th Spa v Rathmore (home) 
Rd5 July 26th Spa v Beaufort (home) 
Rd6 August 2nd Spa v Southern Gaels (away) 
Rd7 August 9th Spa v Corca Dhuibhne (away) 
 
ØMUNSTER CHAMPIONSHIP

Well done to Dara Moynihan, Liam Kearney and the Kerry senior team & 
management on their Munster Quarter Final win over Clare on Saturday 
evening. They now progress to the Munster semi-final v Tipperary in 
Semple Stadium on Saturday July 10th at 7pm. 
 
ØEAST KERRY JUNIOR LEAGUE 

Spa began the East Kerry Junior League last night with a trip to Lewis Rd. 
It was a competitive first half with points from Calum Neher, Paul Cahill, 
Thomas Cronin (2), Anthony Magnier and Corey Doyle giving us a narrow 
lead at half time at 0-6 to 1-2. Spa began the second half well with Michael 
Kearney splitting the posts and John Falvey finding the net. However, 
Crokes took over from here and Spa failed to score again, final score Spa 
1-7 Dr Crokes 4-8. Spa: Conor O Riordan, Dave Devane, Brian Devane, Conor 
Brosnan, Michael Kearney, Eric O’Donoghue, Connie Cremin, Eoghan 
Cronin, Corey Doyle, Thomas Cronin, Calum Neher, Oisin Walsh, Paul Cahill, 
Colm Hickey, John Falvey, Subs: Anthony Magnier, Brendan Lynch, Thomas 
Fleming, Sean Hickey, Alan O’Sullivan, Paul O’Sullivan  
 

ØMINOR CO LEAGUE 

Well done to our Spa minor team & management who came away with 
a draw in Tarbert last week. Final score Spa 1-9 Tarbert 0-12. They have 
topped their group and qualified for the Division 5 semi-finals (date TBC). 
 
ØU15 CO LEAGUE SPA V LISTOWEL EMMETS 

Our first home game of the season saw our U15’s welcome Listowel 
Emmets to a sun-drenched Spa.  An early goal blitz from our boys saw 
them gain a healthy lead, one which they never relinquished.  To their 
credit Listowel rallied well for the remainder of the game and but Spa held 
firm for a deserved win. Final score Spa 8 - 8 Listowel Emmets 6-6. Squad on 
the night: Conor Sowerby, Darragh Brosnan, Danny Coffey, JJ O Donoghue, 
Lucas Sowerby, Cian Russell, Liam O Leary, Shane O Sullivan, Fionn Daly, 
Joey McCarthy, Aidan Cronin (captain), Luke Doolan, Adam Herlihy, Emmet 
Spillane, Jack o Donoghue, Cathal Mackey & Maurice Joy. Missing on the 
night Oran o Neill, Kris o Leary & Vincent Oliveras. 
 
 ØBEST WISHES 

Congratulations to Lissivigeen National School principal Mike McAuliffe 
who retired last week. Wishing him the very best for the future.  
 
ØSPA LOTTO RESULTS

Numbers drawn: 3, 6, 14, 26. No winner and €50 Lucky Dips go to Bridie 
Hickey, John Lenihan, Brendan Cronin and Michael Kennelly. Next week’s 
JACKPOT is €5,200. Tickets on sale online on spagaa.com or from Dalys 
Supervalu, Killarney Hardware, Centra Muckross Rd, Spa clubhouse or from 
usual sellers. Thank you to everyone for your continued support for our 
club lotto.     
  
ØJUVENILE TRAINING

Juvenile training continues each week. Spa GAA is open to everyone 
in Killarney parish and new members are always welcome. Contact 
the coaches or Coiste na nÓg Secretary Denise on 0871385612 or 
spacoistenanog@gmail.com with any queries.  
 
ØSPA MERCHANDISE SHOP

The Spa GAA merchandise shop (top of the stairs in reception) will be open 
on Saturday mornings from 10am - 11am. Any queries on gear for adults or 
juveniles please contact Mathilda on 087 6487356.     
 
ØHEALTH AND WELLBEING TRAINING 

There will be a webinar on Wednesday July 7th on the role of the Healthy 
Club Officer if anyone would like to take part or learn more about the 
role. Visit learning.gaa.ie to register or contact the Spa Health & Wellbeing 
Officer Margaret Doyle on 0879181970. 
 
ØITEMS FOR NOTES

Any items for the club notes please contact pro.spa.kerry@gaa.ie or 
0851216359 before 8pm on Sundays.   

Written by:  Deirdre O’Sullivan-Darcy

COMMUNITY FOCUS Community News around the county

Repesenting Callinafercy Rowing 
Club,  John Joe O’Sullivan, Marie 

O’Sullivan, Padraic O’Sullivan, Zach 
Buckley and James O’Sullivan who 

competed in the Rosscarbery Rc 
Time Trials on the 26th June.
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With preparations in full swing for the 21st annual Tour de Muster charity 
cycle, legend of the sport Sean Kelly was on hand to officially launch the 
four-day Tour across Munster on Tuesday evening, June 22nd. Taking to the 
roads of Munster from August 5th to 8th, the Tour will raise vital funds and 
awareness for the Munster branches of Down Syndrome Ireland (DSI). 
The Tipperary branch of Down Syndrome Ireland played host to the outdoor 
launch at their newly renovated premises in Thurles. Funds raised as a result 

of Tour de Munster helped to purchase the premises, providing vital support 
for children and adults with Down syndrome. Details of this year’s Tour were 
unveiled at the launch, as over 150 amateur cyclists prepare for the 600km, 
four-day tour around the six counties of Munster. Along with the Tipperary 
branch, funds raised will continue to make a tremendous difference to the 
lives of people with Down syndrome in Munster, as well as their friends and 
families by providing vital services and facilities in each county. 
Sharing the journey, long-standing supporter of the Tour, Sean Kelly is 
delighted to gear up for his 16th Tour de Munster. Speaking at the launch Sean 
said, “I am honoured to once again take to the road this August with Tour de 
Munster and the Munster branches of Down Syndrome Ireland. It’s an event 
that is very close to my heart and something I look forward to every year. 
Throughout the years, I have met so many wonderful children, adults and 
families who rely on and benefit from the services provided by each branch 
and from beginning to end, they are the drivers pushing us over the finish 
line on Patrick’s Hill. ” Tour de Munster organiser Paul Sheridan established 
the popular cycle in 2001, which has had a life changing impact on the lives of 
countless people through its fundraising efforts.  Tour de Munster has raised 
a significant sum of money for some very worthy beneficiaries along the way, 
raising over €3.4 million in total. For DSI Munster branches alone, the tour 
has raised a staggering €3 million since they became the main beneficiary 
of the Tour in 2010. The 2021 tour de Munster will kick off from Cork City on 
Thursday, August 5th and continues over four days around the six counties 
of Munster before returning to Cork City on August 8th. The Irish Examiner, 
Clare FM, Tipp FM, WLR FM, Red FM, SPIN South West and Pure Radio are the 
Official Media Partners of Tour de Munster 2021.
For more information on the Tour de Munster visit www.tourdemunster.
com, find it on Facebook @tourdemunster. For further information on Down 
Syndrome Ireland see www.downsyndrome.ie.  

COMMUNITY FOCUS Community News around the county

LISTRY

ØEAST KERRY JUNIOR LEAGUE

Group 2 : Congratulations to our Listry Junior team V Cordal last Friday night away.  Listry 
3.12 Cordal 0.13. Listry Juniors (away) V Scartaglin on Tuesday 6th July @7.30pm

ØLISTRY LOTTO

Numbers drawn 11, 12, 23, 28 - €100- L.C.J.R Scannell,  Coolroe. 
€50 x 2 Sinead Lucey, Faha. Noel Kennedy, Ballymalis 
€25 x 2 Chloe Tangney, Clash. Kevin Courtney, Faha
Next Sunday draw Jackpot €5,300. 

ØMUNSTER SENIOR  FOOTBALL 
CHAMPIONSHIPS QUARTER FINAL

Congratulations to Peter Keane, management and The Kerry Team on their 
victorious win over Clare last Saturday evening. Kerry 3.22  Clare 1.11

ØCOUNTY SENIOR FOOTBALL LEAGUE DIVISION 2B

Best of Luck to Marc, management and Listry Team in the next round of the 
League against Ballymacelligott in Listry Gaa Grounds on Saturday 3rd July at 7.30pm. 

ØLISTRY JUVENILES RESULTS

Week ending  Sunday  June 27th.
Wed June 23rd - U15 Lee Strand County League Div 1.
Keel/Listry   9.13 St Mich Filemore  1.08
Sunday June 27th - U13 Lee Strand County League Div 9 Firies 2.11 Keel/ Listry   2.04
U13 Lee Strand County League Div 1 Firies    1.12 Keel/Listry         4.06

ØLISTRY JUVENILES FIXTURES

Sunday July 4th - U13 Lee Strand County League Div 9
Keel/ Listry V Legion in Listry at 5.30pm.
U13 Lee Strand County League Div 1 Keel/Listry Legion in Listry at 7pm.
U15 Lee Strand U15 Keel /Listry V Austin Stack at 7pm in Keel. 
Best of luck to all players and mentors.

Written by:  Anne Sugrue O’Brien

Pictured at the official launch of the 21st annual Tour de Munster charity cycle in aid 
of Down Syndrome ireland [DSI], hosted at DSI Tipperary’s new premises, Meitheal 21 
in Thurles. The four day charity cycle takes place from thursday, August 5th to Sunday 

August 8th and will see over 150 amateur cyclists travel over 600km around the six 
counties of Munster, raising funds for the Munster Branches of DSI. Pictured ltor, Paul 
Sheridan Tour de Munster Founder, Kevin  Donovan DSI Kerry, Enda O Brien DSI Kerry,  

Cycling legend Sean Kelly, Kevin Griffin Chairperson DSI Kerry.

Aaron and Paul O Donoghue (father and 
son) playing for Listry Junior Team.

Seán Kelly officially launches 21st 
Annual Tour de Munster Charity Cycle
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ØLOTTO RESULTS 
No winner of Glenflesk Lotto which took place on Monday 28/6/2021 in Glenflesk Hall. 
Jackpot €4,400. Numbers : 9, 20, 21, 26 
Consolation Prizes  
1)  Jerh and Eileen Murphy, Barraduff village. (Yearly Ticket) 
2) Jack Favier (c/o Dan) 
3. Dan Favier ( Sellers’ Prize) 
 4) Johnny Brosnan , Coolies, Muckross,  
 Next draw will take place in Glenflesk Hall on 12/7/2021. Jackpot   will  be €4,600 
Thank you to all who support our Lotto and to our sellers. 
 
ØFIXTURES 
U13 Co. League Rd 4.   4th July@6pm.  Home v Na Gael   
Co. League Seniors away v Listowel Emmets, Sat. July 3 @ 7.30pm 
Glenflesk B home v Gneeveguilla B Sun. July 4 @ 2pm 
U15 Co. League, Wed. July 7 @7pm away(Cromane) v Glenbeigh/ Glencar/Cromane. 
 
 
ØLEE STRAND U 13 COUNTY FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
Glenflesk 5 – 7, An Gaeltacht 0 – 6    (20/6/21) 
Outstanding passing and clever movement off the ball were crucial in Glenflesk 
winning in their second game of the under 13 County League against An Gaeltacht. 
The team got off to a lightning fast start with Liam O Brien pointing after a move that 
began at the other end of the field. James Kelly blasted a shot to the corner of the net to 
continue the dream start. The West Kerry men then opened their account with a close 
in free. With goalkeeper Adam Hobbs continuously finding his men with perfectly 
judged kicks, Kelly goaled again, when his left foot shot from out wide dropped over 
the goalie. As the ref called for a break, the score was 2 – 2 to 0 - 1. 
The high ball in to full forward Patrick O Riordan had almost worked on a few occasions 
early, and it eventually led to the third goal. O Riordan making a great catch, before 
swiveling on to his left foot and finishing clinically. Center back Roan Guerin then 
saw his long effort take a high bounce off the sod and go over the bar. Another An 
Gaeltacht’s free saw them trail by nine at half time. 
An Gaeltacht started the second half strongly, but couldn’t make it count on the 
scoreboard. They eventually got their first score from play to put 8 points between 
the teams. Another long range Kelly score left Glenflesk with a big lead as the game 
entered its last 10 minutes. Connor Warren then pointed a free with the outside of 
his right foot. After Liam McCarthy made a great interception, half forward Dylan 
Bowler found the bottom corner for goal number 4. Mark Brosnan’s last ditch block 
then denied a certain goal. Kelly had the final say, finding the top corner for his third 
goal of the day.  A superb performance by the young lads, who showed great skill 
and poise to earn victory. Credit to all the players and trainers for producing such an 
accomplished performance!  Adam Hobbs, Patrick Mullane, Mark Brosnan, Liam Gavin, 
Liam McCarthy, Roan Guerin, Rian Fitzgerald, Timothy Ryan, James Kelly, Sean Herlihy, 
Liam O Brien, Dylan Bowler, Connor Warren, Patrick O Riordan, Christopher Murphy,  
Dylan Lucey, Diarmuid O Sullivan, Patrick O Donoghue. (Report by Michael Healy). 
 
 
ØU15 COUNTY LEAGUE 
Glenflesk 4 – 14, Moyvane 6 – 8   (23/6/21) 
As the second water break arrived tonight in Glenflesk, the game looked up for the 
Under 15 team. Moyvane had just scored two quick goals after half time, and now had 
an 8 point lead. Surely that was too much to make up. Not for these lads it wasn’t! A 
late penalty earning them a deserved draw.  The evening had started pretty well for 
Glenflesk with Callum Cronin pointing a free, and then coming in along the end line 
and chipping over a lovely point. Moyvane replied with a point of their own, before 
Oisin Lynchs long range shot bounced over the bar. Lynch than grabbed a goal after 
being first to a rebound off the post, and buried it home along the ground. John 
Scannel then made a great save, but Moyvane eventually goaled right at the water 
break. The home side led 1 – 4 to 0 – 1 at the mini break.  Glenflesk then had a period 
on top with long accurate passing and quick transfer of the ball leading to points for 
Jamie Moynihan and Jack Rudden. Moyvane eventually responded and a powerful run 
up the middle would lead to their second goal. They added a third one before halftime 
to lead by 1 at the break.  The North Kerry side came out to start the second half. They 
quickly added goals 4 and 5 to build a big lead. Another Lynch point eventually got 
Glenflesk back on the scoreboard, but their chances of making up the deficit looked 
futile as Moyvanes 8 point lead remained at the second water break. 

Goals would be needed now if the comeback was to occur. The first one arrived 
after Cronin had beaten 3 defenders, and found the pass to Liam O Brien. With the 
goalie baring down on him, and space to shoot tight, he dropped the ball on his left 
foot and calmly finished. A free from Moynihan reduced the deficit further, but than 
Moyvane went up field from the kick out, and goaled for a sixth time. Glenflesk were 
unperturbed though, and Cronin managed to flick the ball into net from close range 
after falling down. Lynch pointed a free and added another after a great run from his 
own half, to keep Glenflesk within 3. One more chance was needed. It arrived after 
another Cronin run ended with him being fouled. With the pressure on he stepped 
back, and calmly found the side netting to the goalies bottom left. Unsaveable. 
Moyvane had two chances in injury time, but both went agonizingly wide. A share of 
the spoils after an amazing game.  Credit to both teams for the entertainment tonight. 
Moyvanes goals were brilliantly taken, and they have a fine team. Glenflesks never say 
die attitude and coolness under pressure keeps them in second place in the group 
and still in a very strong position. A wonderful night enjoyed by all.  John Scannel, 
Mark Brosnan, Diarmuid Furlong, Pearse Moynihan, Aoran Murphy, Cormac Tangney, 
James O Connor, Jamie Moynihan, Oisin Lynch, James Kelly, Jack Rudden, Jack O Brien, 
Callum Cronin, Tadhg Herlihy, Joshua Switzer, Jamie O Donoghue, Brian Dennehy, 
Liam O Brien. (Report by Michael Healy) 
 
ØU17 CO LEAGUE 
Glenflesk 3 – 10,  Austin Stacks 3 – 10.     (21/6/21) 
Another night of high drama in Glenflesk, as the minor team drew for the second 
week in a row, which included a great second half comeback, against Austin Stacks 
in Division 1 of the County League.   It was the Tralee side who got out of the blocks 
quickest, converting an early free to take the lead. John Kelliher replied for Glenflesk 
with a fine score. Dylan Roche then got his first point of the night, firing over off his 
left foot. The Tralee side got two quick scores of their own, before Glenflesk scored 
a superb goal. Roche bypassing the two defenders who were covering him, before 
drilling the ball into the far bottom corner from an acute angle. Stacks were still 
looking dangerous though, and the teams were tied at 1 – 3 to 0 – 6 at the water break. 
It was Stacks who dominated the period up to half time. Their strong running game 
was opening up space inside and they added a goal and a point during this time to 
take a one point lead into the break. Glenflesk were being pinned into their own half 
at this point. 
This pattern continued early in the second half. At one point all thirty players were 
in the Glenflesk half! Stacks second goal arrived soon after the restart, and only a 
great save from Jack O Donoghue stopped the lead increasing. Glenflesk gradually 
regrouped and began playing higher up the pitch. Roche again profiting from good 
work out the field as he evaded his marker and made no mistake when one on one 
with the goalie. After stealing the ball in a tackle, he was then hauled down as he 
looked to complete his hat trick. He got up, collected the ball, and buried the penalty 
underneath the goalie. Glenflesk now led by a point after regrouping superbly from 
the slow start to the second half. 
By this stage every ball was being contested fiercely. No one was giving an inch and 
time and space were limited. Oisin Lynch, who had been all over the field, and John 
Kelliher got his second to increase the lead to three. Stacks found the space to score 
a leveling goal as injury time approached. Another Roche free put Glenflesk ahead 
again, but Stacks answered once more, and both sides had to happy with a point. 
The team has now finished top of Division One B and will face the second place team in 
1 A, which looks like its Fossa. That is to come later in the year. For now congratulations 
to all the team and management for doing so well in these 3 highly competitive game’s. 
Jack O Donoghue, Jack Kenneally, Stephen Moynihan, Evan Lucey, Sean Guerin, 
Eoghan Kelly, Ignatius O Leary, John Kelliher, Darragh O Connor, Darragh O Connell, 
Luke Crowley, Brian O Connor, Oisin Lynch, Dylan Roche, Gearoid Healy, Liam O 
Donoghue, Ben Switzer, Donal Murphy, Cathan Harrington, Evan Kenneally (Report by 
Michael Healy). 
 
KILLARNEY LIBRARY 
Killarney Library: The Summer Stars Reading Challenge is now open for children 
who wish to take part. Entry cards and sign-up are available at Killarney Library. The 
challenge will run until 31st August. Weekly competitions are taking place over the 
summer with book tokens for each weekly winner. Free online workshops are also 
taking place on 1st July (Superhero Flyers) and 27th July (Jovial Juggling) but need to 
be booked in advance. For further information please see www.kerrylibrary.ie 
 

GLNFLESK

     Written by: Seamus Healy
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We are now recruiting for a qualified
Spa Therapist who is passionate,
friendly and customer orientated

Discover exciting
opportunities at Nádúr Spa 

Spa Therapist

Email: hr@ballygarryhouse.com
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FOSSA

KERRY
Congratulations to the Kerry senior men on a great 
win against Clare in the Munster championship 
1/4 final especially Paudie. 
(0-2) and David Clifford.(1-6)
Hard luck to the Kerry ladies who lost out to Meath 
in the national league division 2 final especially 
Anna Clifford.
MINORS
Round 3 of the county league,
Fossa 4-12 Kilcummin 1-11
Well done to players and management.
U15 BOYS
Fossa welcomed John Mitchell’s to Fossa in Round 
3 of the Lee Strand County League.
It was not to be for the Fossa boys as John 
Mitchel’s proved much stronger on the night. 
Despite the strength and depth of the visitor side 
Fossa played on and tried until the end.
Next up Fossa away to Dingle next Wednesday in 
Round 4 of the County league.
U11 BOYS
County league Mike Breen / David Clifford  Group. 
Great performance by both u11 teams vs Keel. 
Many thanks to Keel for their warm welcome,  
sporting and competitive games.
U9 BOYS
Fossa U9 boys welcomed Glenbeigh Glencar to 
Fossa in the first of the Go Games. Played under 
beautiful sunshine both teams displayed fantastic 
skill and determination -
Over 40 players had three great games-
Huge thanks also to  Glenbeigh Glencar for 
providing such a sporting contest !
U16 GIRLS:
Fossa U16 girls got their U16 Div 1 County League 
campaign underway last Tuesday evening against 
Ballymac. The end result didn’t go our way as 
Ballymac ran out winners on a score of Ballymac 
5-13 to Fossa 3-10. 
U16 Girls:
Game 2 of the county league,
Fossa          9-15
MKL Gaels 5 -07
U14 GIRLS
Playing against a strong 1st half wind and a team 
who were physically bigger in most positions 
Fossa battled for every ball and kept themselves 
in the game in the 1st half. After, the break and 
a promising 2nd half rally, a win for Fossa looked 
possible right up to the very end. However, it 
wasn’t to be, Final Score AS 3-2 Fossa 1-7.
LOTTO
1,8,17,21
€40 WINNERS
MARGARET O’BRIEN, BARLEYMOUNT EAST; KEVIN 
& SHANE O’NEILL, TWO MILE SCHOOL; SANDRA 
DALY,79 HAWTHORN AVENUE;
 DONIE FOLEY, BARLEYMOUNT WEST; 
HANNAH WHARTON, DROMIN FOSSA.
Next weeks lotto is €3,450, tickets can be bought 
at Foleys Spar Fossa, The golden nugget and usual 
sellers.

MILLTOWN/CASTLEMAINE 

PIETA HOUSE WALK/RUN 2021
A sincere thank you to all of our club members 
and more who took part in Milltown Castlemaine 
GAAs Walk/Run for Pieta this weekend. 
We had members all over the country taking part 
and even abroad raising almost €1,000 and a lot 
of awareness for the amazing services that Pieta 
House provides. This means that over the past 12 
months our club members have raised almost 
€5,000 for Pieta House over the past 12 months.  
Thank you to all of our participants over the past 
two events, it was fitting that the sun shone so 
brightly at the weekend and we hope that the 
wonderful photos of our club members out and 
about for Pieta House brought some sunshine to 
everyone who saw them. 
CONDOLENCES:
The sympathies of all at Milltown/Castlemaine 
GAA are with Liz & Brendan Lynch on the passing 
of Liz’s mother Ann Creedon in Sonas Nursing 
home here in Milltown during the week. Brendan 
and Liz are an integral part of several coaching 
and supervising teams at our club and at this 
difficult time all our thoughts and prayers are with 
them.  Ar dheis Dé go raibh a hanam 
Our most sincere condolences to the family of 
Mary Hanafin who sadly passed away earlier this 
week and to her Grandson and senior player with 
Milltown/Castlemaine GAA Ciaran O’Connor. 
The sympathies, thoughts and prayers of all at 
Milltown/Castlemaine are with you all, Ar dheis 
Dé go raibh a hanam
LOTTO
Sponsored by Almas Takeaway, Milltown
Best of luck to everyone in our in this weeks draw 
In a slight change to the usual time (for this week) 
the draw will now take place on 
(Tuesday, June 29th, 2021 @ 10am) where the 
jackpot will be €12,600. Míle búiochas do gach 
duine for playing Milltown/Castlemaine Clubs 
Fortnightly Fundraiser, the money raised is vital 

to the day to day running of our club and your 
support is sincerely appreciated.
THIS WEEK IN THE COISTE NA NÓG
The week started on Monday with our U8 Girls 
welcoming Castleisland for a fantastic evening 
of football showing the skills they have been 
learning at training whilst on the training pitch 
our GAA 4 All group enjoyed lots of fun with three 
legged races and egg & spoon races. 
Our U9 Boys then travelled to Beaufort on Tuesday 
for their first Go Games of the year and all three 
teams played very well on the night with some 
excellent attacking play. Whilst the U15 Green 
Team traveled to Killorglin for the first of two trips 
this week and faced a very strong Laune Rangers 
side who took the win. 
On Thursday evening our U10 Girls were at home 
in action against Firies and again showed some 
absolutely fantastic footballing ability and played 
very well as a team. On the same night our U11 
Boys played very well on their visit to Lewis Road 
showing very strongly against the two Dr Crokes 
sides in their Go Games. 
Friday evening brought another trip over the 
Laune with our U15 White Team again the home 
team were strong but our U15s played very well 
only losing out by three points at full-time. 
The week ended with a great win at home in 
Paddy Burke Memorial Park with an enthralling 
game of football for our U13 Green Team against 
St.Michaels/Foilmore. A fantastic contest that saw 
our U13s dig deep to win by two points for their 
third win on the run. 
SENIOR TEAM
Sponsored by Almas Takeaway & Bathrooms 4U
SENIOR ROUND UP
Junior: A weekend off for the senior team this 
weekend as the Kerry Team cruised to a victory 
over Clare. However the Juniors were in Mid Kerry 
League action for the 1st time this year on Tuesday 
evening. They narrowly lost out to Glenbeigh/
Glencar by 4 points. 
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Fossa U9 boys welcomed Glenbeigh Glencar to Fossa in the first of the Go Games.
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MINOR
Our minors had another great win on Monday 
evening welcoming Killarney Legion to Paddy 
Burke Memorial Park. A great performance on the 
night helped our Minors remain unbeaten in the 
league with the Central Region to look forward 
to this coming week. Final score Milltown/
Castlemaine 3-21 v 3-11 Legion. 
JUNIOR MATCH REPORT
MID KERRY JUNIOR FOOTBALL LEAGUE
ROUND 1
Glenbeigh/Glencar 3-12 Milltown/Castlemaine 
2-11
Venue: Glenbeigh/Glencar GAA Grounds
No joy for our Junior side tonight as they fell to a 
four point defeat in Glenbeigh on a lovely surface 
for football. 
We trailed 2-6 to 2-5 at half time with the green 
flags being raised by Sean Hogan and Liam Burke 
for us and it was nip and tuck all through the 
second half also with very little between either 
side, Glenbeigh/Glencar shading the scoreline at 
2-12 to 2-11 heading towards the final minutes. A 
late well taken goal however on the break sealed 
the deal for the home side as they ran out four 
point winners in a game that really could have 
went either way. The main difference on the 
evening was the efficiency of the home team in 
front of the posts.
Hard luck to the players and management who 
play host to An Ghaeltacht next Tuesday at 20.00 
in Milltown.
Team: D O’Connor, P O’Connor, T McCarthy, T 
Hayes, A O’Brien, S Roche, J Dennehy, L Burke, D 
Leane, M Foley, C Counihan, J Dennehy, E O’Brien, 
S Hogan, J O’Shea.
CLUB FIXTURES:
Monday:  
18.30:  U13 White Team V Legion C (H) 
19.30:  U17 Minor V Caherciveen (A)
Tuesday: 
20.00:  Junior B V  An Gaeltacht (H) 
Wednesday: 
19.00: U15 Green Team V Spa (H)
Thursday:  
18.30: U11 Boys V Austin Stacks (A)
Saturday: 
19.30: Senior A V Currow (H)
Sunday:
11.00: U9 Boys V Kenmare Shamrocks (H)
13.30:  Senior B V Kenmare Shamrocks (A) 
18.00: (Prov) U13 Green Team V Dromid/
Waterville (H)
18.00: (Prov) U13 White Team V Kenmare (A)
(Prov - Provisional) 
(Stay tuned to our social media pages and 
Clubforce for any additions or changes to the 
above fixtures)

KEEL GAA CLUB 

CLUB LOTTO
Our club lotto returns this week with the first draw 
on Sunday the 4th of July in Bensons at 8pm! 
Our jackpot stands at €4500. If the jackpot is not 
won their will be a draw for two €50 consolation 
prizes. Tickets are available at Bensons Quikpick, 
Cronins Circle K Express, Helenas Local XL, Griffins 
Bar Castlemaine, The Castle Inn, The Anvil Bar and 

all club officers. We would really appreciate your 
support.  
KEEL GAA ZOOM BINGO
We are delighted to announce that we will be 
hosting Keel GAA Zoom Bingo this Friday the 2nd 
of July at 8pm. We hope that those of you who 
have joined us for our previous nights; will join 
us again and we would be delighted to see some 
new faces too. Don’t let the technology put you 
off, it is very easy to follow and will be explained 
by the host. All you have to do is purchase your 
book in one of the local shops and register for 
Zoom. You can find the registration link on our 
social media or email pro.keel.kerry@gaa.ie 
Bingo books are on sale on in Benson’s Quikpick, 
Helena’s XL and Cronins in Castlemaine as well as 
Kelly’s Londis Milltown. 
WALKING TRACK
The walking track will be closed from 9am to 2pm 
daily from Monday until Friday due to the Cúl 
Camp taking place. 
COUNTY LEAGUE
Best of luck to our senior team and management 
who host St. Pats Blennerville on Saturday at 7:30. 
There will be live updates from the match on our 
Twitter page.  
MID-KERRY LEAGUE
Keel travelled to Beaufort on Saturday evening to 
finish last years Mid Kerry League campaign. The 
final score was Beaufort 4-14, Keel 0-08.  
MID-KERRY JUNIOR LEAGUE
Our B team will play Beaufort in the Mid Kerry 
Junior League on Tuesday evening in Beaufort at 

8pm. Best of luck to the team and 
their management.   
UNDER 17
Keel/Listry Under 17s had a good win against 
Annascaul/Lispole/Dingle on Monday last. The 
final score was Keel/Listry 1-15, Annascaul/
Lispole/Dingle 2-10. Keel/Listry are at home to 
Firies in round 1 of the East Kerry League on 
Monday evening at 7.30pm in Keel. 
UNDER 15
Keel/Listry U15A team were at home to St 
Michaels Foilmore on Wednesday evening at 
7pm in Listry. Well done to all the players and 
their coaches on their win. The final score was 
Keel/Listry 9-13, St Michaels/Foilmore 1-04. Keel/
Listry U15A are away to Rathmore on Wednesday 
evening at 7pm. Keel/Listry U15B are away to Dr. 
Crokes on Wednesday evening too. Best of luck to 
both teams and their coaches.  
UNDER 13
Both U13 teams travelled to Firies on Sunday 
evening. It was the Keel/Listry division 9 side who 
began proceedings in Firies. The team battled 
to the very end and just missed out with games 
ending with the score of Firies 3-10, Keel/Listry 
3-04. Afterwards the U13 division 1 side had 
a narrow 4-06 to 1-12 win in a cracking game. 
On Sunday both teams are at home to Legion 
evening in Listry at 5:30pm and 7pm. Best of luck 
to both teams and their coaches.     
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Under 12 members of Listry Juvenile Club (above) and Under 10 members of Listry Juvenile Club (below).
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UNDER 11
The U11s trained on Tuesday in preparation for 
their next Go Games match which took place 
on Thursday against Fossa. Both teams played 
extremely well in wet conditions. 
Training will continue on Tuesday evening at 
6:30. The U11’s will travel to Dingle on Thursday 
evening for another round in the David Clifford/
Mike Breen Go Games campaign.     
UNDER 9
Under 9 training continues Friday evening from 
6:15 to 7:30. On Sunday, the U9s will travel to 
Blennerville for a challenge game. Best of luck to 
the boys and girls and their coaches.   
UNDER 7S AND UNDER 5S
Well done to our U7s and U5s who trained in 
beautiful sunshine on Sunday morning. Training 
continues Sunday from 10:15 - 11:15.  
LADIES FOOTBALL
Commiserations to Ciara Murphy, Caoimhe Evans, 
Mairead Lehane, Ella Teahan, the Kerry Ladies 
team, and their management on their loss to 
Meath in the Division 2 final on Saturday in Croke 
Park. We wish the Kerry ladies all the best in the 
upcoming championship.  
CÚL CAMP
Best of luck to all the boys, girls and coaches in the 
Kellogg’s Cúl Camp in Keel this week. We hope ye 
have lots of fun in the sun.  
KERRY GAA
Congratulations to the Kerry footballers and 
Kerry hurlers and their management teams on 
their wins over Clare and Down respectively on 
Saturday. Well done to the Kerry camogie team 
who were also victorious over Cork in the Munster 
Junior semi-final on the score line of Kerry 2-16, 
Cork 0-05. Kerry will play Clare in the final.  

DR. CROKES GAA CLUB

EAST KERRY JUNIOR LEAGUE GROUP 1 
Dr, Crokes 2-15 Legion 1-07 Goals by Aaron 
Murphy & Bryan O`Shea gave us the foothold for a 
commanding victory.  
East Kerry Junior League Group 2 Dr. Crokes C 4-08 
Spa 1-07  trailing by the minimum at half time and 
down 5 early in second half a tremendous last 
25minutes saw us come out comfortable winners 
in this local clash. 
Goals by Erin Moloney, Ronan Coffey (2) and 
Adam O`Shea. 
CO. SENIOR HURLING we had our first victory of 
the campaign on Sun. last with a narrow victory 
over Kilgarvan 1-20 to 1-19. 
We had no adult fixtures over last weekend next 
weekend is a busy time with our 3 Senior Teams 
having home games beginning on Saturday 
@ 7.30pm with A team playing Austin Stacks, 
Sunday we have a double fixture with C team first 
up @ 1.30pm v Kilcummin B followed @ 3pm with 
B team versus St. Marys. 
COISTE NA OG 
we were back to normal activity this Saturday 
after our fun day. We continue every Saturday 
with Hurling from 10 to 10.45 and Football from 
10.45 until 12. All boys and girls from the Killarney 
Parish welcome. There will be a summer break 
later on but we will have more details later. 

U9: Our footballers hosted Rathmore on Sunday 
morning. We had some great games and great 
effort by our lads. A big thanks to Rathmore for 
the games. We have plenty more games to come 
and we need to continue our practice. 
U9: Hurlers we travel to Kenmare on Tuesday 
night. Details from the coaches. Its great to see 
such big numbers at this age. 
U11
We hosted Milltown Castlemaine on Thursday 
night under drizzly conditions. We had two close 
games with both sides scoring freely. This group 
has worked hard since the season started and 
that is showing in their games. There was an 
outing to Star Outdoors in Kenmare for this group 
on Saturday. There was paintballing obstacles 
courses and  water sports. A great day out by all 
accounts. It will see the squad refreshed for the 
rest of the season. 
U13
The U13 Boys made the long trip to Gallarus to 
take on An Gaeltacht. This is always a difficult 
assignment for any team. In windswept conditions 
we won by 3 8 to 2 8 which was done after some 
good scoring and heroic defending. The team is 
still keeping its 100% record. Well done. 
U12 GIRLS
This team went to Kenmare on Wednesday. A 
great game ensued. We had a good first half and 
scored freely. Kenmare came back into in the 
second half. It was tight at the end with the home 
side emerging victorious. Our squad continues to 
improve and thanks to Padraig and his coaching 
teams.  U14 Girls. We made the long trip to 
Waterville for this fixture. While we were low in 
numbers we put in a great performance to gain a 
narrow win. Well done.  LGFA Commiserations to 
Kayleigh Cronin & her Kerry Senior Ladies team-
mates & management on their defeat to Meath in 
the National League Div 2 Final in Croke Park on 
Saturday.   Next up is an away fixture v Galway in 
RD 1 of the TG4 Championship on the weekend 
of 10 July. 
Our U16 girls had a good win away from home 
in DIV 2 County League v Corca Dhuibhne/
Castlegregory.    Our U14 girls travelled to 
Waterville and were delighted to come away with 
the spoils after a competitive game v Southern 
Gaels “B”  Our U12 girls just lost out to ISG “B” in 
their second game of their South Kerry League. 
FIXTURES
Mon, 28 June Senior Ladies away to MKL Gaels 
(Listry) @ 7.30pm  Tues, 29 June U16 Girls HOME 
to Kerins O’Rahillys @ 6.45pm  Wed, 30 June U12 
Girls HOME to Spa @ 7pm 
Fri, 02 July Minor Girls HOME to Castleisland 
Desmonds @ 7.30pm Sun, 04 July U14 Girls HOME 
to Dingle/Annascaul TIME TBC  
MEMBERSHIP ONLINE MEMBERSHIP 
IS NOW DUE 
All memberships are now due, all players & 
coaches will have to have paid before return to 
play from today as only registered members can 
enter the playing pitches all registration is online 
only, using clubforce.
LOTTO 
draw took place on Monday June 28th Numbers 
drawn 23 26 27 28 3  no patron matched 3 
numbers 4 Lucky Dips Eileen Daly Knockeenduff, 
John B Lyne Coolies, Sheila Daly Knockeenduff, 
Caolan Myers  each receive €100.  Jackpot for 

draw on July 5th will be €5,900 
MAJOR CHALLENGE
We will be holding final Challenge on Open 
Championship beginning on 15th -18th July. 
Cards will be with usual sellers this weekend. 
GENERAL MEETING 
will be held on Tues July 6th, any member 
interested in attending online  please forward 
your details to secretary.drcrokes.kerry@’gaa.
ie . a link will be forwarded to you to access this 
meeting. 
 

EAST KERRY GAA NEWS 
By Michael O’Mahony

EAST KERRY JUNIOR LEAGUE 2021
SPONSORED BY KERRY PHYSIOTHERAPY 
AND REHABILITATION CLINIC
Group 1. RD 1 - Rathmore started well with three  
unanswered points, Gneeveguilla responded 
with four points to lead by one point at the water 
break. Rathmore scored three points with the 
home side getting one point after water break 
giving Rathmore a one point lead at half time 0 06 
to 0 05.  Second half saw Rathmore open up a lead 
of 4 points but Gneeveguilla responded with a 
goal from Michael Brosnan to bring Gneeveguilla 
within a point. Points were exchanged at the end 
but Rathmore held on for a one point win on a 
scoreline  of 0 13-1-09
EAST KERRY JUNIOR LEAGUE
GROUP 2.RD1
Dr Crokes C 4-08 Spa B 1-07
Both sides started cagey with Spa leading by a 
point at half time. An Erin Moloney goal for Crokes 
kept the difference down to the minimum. Spa 
started the 2nd half better with a long ball in 
ending up in the Crokes net which brought them 
5 points clear. Crokes then started to get a grip 
on the game and 2 goals by Ronan Coffey and a 
penalty by Adam O’Shea after Coffey was fouled 
meant Crokes ended up convincing winners.
EAST KERRY JUNIOR LEAGUE
GROUP 3. CURROW 4-9 (21)  
SCARTAGLEN 1-11(14)
It was the home side who struck first in the 2nd 
minute from wing back Tommy Dennehy. Currow 
kept up this pressure and went into the first water 
break leading 1-03 to 0-01, with the goal coming 
from the boot of Connie O’ Connor.
At the resumption Dennehy again popped up 
to score a well taken point. The visitors however 
were beginning to string a few attacks together 
and 4 well taken frees from Scartaglen no.11 
Conor Cremin reduced the deficit to 1-07 to 0-05 
at Half Time. The second half started ominously 
for the visitors with a goal from Padraig Fleming 
a minute in. Scart replied with a point 4 mins later 
but that would be all they managed in this quarter 
as Currow really put the squeeze on. Another 
goal from Fleming, a point from Conor Sheehan 
and 1-01 from Connie O’ Connor brought the 
teams into the 2nd water break with the scores 
at 4-08 to 0-06. Currow were able to run their 
bench at this stage and may have contributed to 
Scartaglen outscoring the home side 1-05 to 0-01 
in the final quarter. FINAL SCORE: Currow 4-09 (21) 
Scartaglen 1-11(14)
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EAST KERRY JUNIOR  LEAGUE 
CORDAL V LISTRY
GROUP 3 LISTRY 3-18 (27) CORDAL 0-13
Cordal B took on Listry in Rd1 of the East Kerry 
Junior  League  in ideal underfoot weather 
conditions in Cordal GAA grounds.
Listry opened the match with a point in the 3rd 
minute coming from their full forward,Anthony 
Sweeney. Cordal’s Mike Flynn replied with a point 
which made the sides even.
A Free was won by Cordal’s Sean Walsh and kicked 
from almost 45yards by Cordal’s free taker Jason 
Cronin. Both sides attacking quick and hard 
kicking 3 points a piece in the first 12 mins of the 
match. With defenses on both side covering well 
and putting pressure on the forwards, Cordal’s 
Mark O Donoghue and Billy Cronin on the wing 
back line  dropping ball to the Cordal’s half 
forward line, with Padraig Brosnan covering on 
the full back line.
First water break score 4-3 to cordal.
Listry came back attacking quick to kicking a 
couple of points from both Darragh Murphy and 
Aaron O Donoghue. Listrys full forward Anthony 
Sweeney converted a penalty with a brilliant 
strike to the left top corner.
This Left them on top with a score line of 1-07 
to 0-06. Jason Cronin playing at midfield kicking 
some good scores from play and from frees.
Half time score Listry 1-07 to Cordal 0-07.
Sean O Sullivan got Listry up and running again 
in the second half with a point. This was followed 
by a  point from Listry’s Anthony Sweeney. A goal 
from play for Listry and with them  kicking on with 
more scores on the day ran out Winners on a final 
score of Listry 3-18 to Cordal 0-13 points.
James Brosnan Currow was referee on the night.
EAST KERRY JUNIOR LEAGUE
Group1. Dr cokes 2-15  Legion 1-07
Group2. Kilcummin 2-10 Firies 1-09
MUNSTER SFC QTR FINAL
Final Score Kerry 3-22 Clare 1-11
Congratulations to kerry team & management on 
great win over Clare.
JOE MC DONAGH CUP
Kerry vs Down Kerry 2-24 Down 1-21
Congratulations to kerry team & managerment on 
great win over clare especially the  playlers &  from 
East region Hard luck to the Kerry Senior Ladies vs 
Meath...keep the heads up.
MUNSTER JUNIOR CAMOGIE 
SEMI-FINAL RESULT SATURDAY, 26 JUNE
Kerry 2 - 16 Cork 0 - 5
Final v Clare next this weekend.

LEGION GAA NOTES
 

FIXTURES 
Wed 30th June @ 6pm
Legion U12 girls ‘Green’ v Firies
Venue: Legion
Thu 1st July @ 7:30pm
Legion U12 girls ‘White’ v Laune Rangers
Venue: JP O’Sullivan Park, Killorglin 
U11 GREEN and WHITE Teams v Spa on Thursday 
July 1st at 6:30pm in Spa
Fri 2nd July @7:30pm
Legion Minor Ladies v Listowel 
Venue: Listowel

SFL Rd 3 Div 1 July 4th 2pm
Beaufort v Legion
SFL Rd 3 Div 6 July 4th 2pm
Legion B v Rathmore
U8 & U10 girls are away v Fossa July 4th Sunday 
morning at 10am. 
EK Juniors July 6th Tuesday 7:30pm
Gneevguila v Legion
U-13 COUNTY LEAGUE BOYS
Our U13 *Green* and *White* Teams travelled to 
Tralee for games against Stacks A and B teams 
in Division  1 &  Division 9 of the County League.  
In the early game, there was some lovely open 
football as the game ebbed and flowed.  Legion’s 
tenacious blocking in front of goal combined with 
super kick passing and scoring prowess led to a 
great Legion win. Well done to the boys and to 
Enda, Jason & Tomás. Final Score: Austin Stacks 
4-7 Legion 5-10. The 7pm game that followed was 
a very exciting affair with Stacks A team raising 
a green flag and a white flag before Legion got 
going but a goal response got the lads back into 
the game.  Stacks led at half time by 4 points but 
Legion produced a brilliant third quarter, winning 
kick-outs and putting the pressure on the rockies. 
The Legion boys netted 3 times - three quality 
goals -  to take the lead at the water break and 
some battling resolve in the 4th quarter ensured 
a great win for the lads. Well done to the group 
who showed great character and to Diarmuid, 
Ger, Mike and Paddy on the sideline.
Final Score:  Austin Stacks 2-10 Legion 4-7
U-12 GIRLS 
Our U12 Girls ‘White’ team made the short trip out 
the road to Sunny Spa this evening for Round 3 
of the South Kerry League. The visitors started the 
brighter, registering a few early scores to settle 
in to the game.  A ding dong battle ensued with 
possession of the ball changing hands frequently 
in a tight opening period.  The competitive 
contest continued after the half time break with 
the home side responding to narrow the gap 
on the scoreboard.  The girls in green and white 
threatened the hosts goals, testing the woodwork 
on a few occasions before finding the net for a 
crucial second half goal.  For the remainder of 
the game, both sides served up some excellent 
football but it was the visitors who would come 
away with the spoils at the final whistle.  Well 
done to all the girls playing this evening, thanks 
to Spa for hosting us and to the referee who did a 
fine job officiating a free flowing game.
 

BALLYHAR-FIRIES GAA CLUB
 

COISTE NA NOG
In association with Moriartys’ Centra, Farranfore, 
academy Football Training continues on the pitch 
in Farranfore with Boys U5, U7 & U9 and Girls U6, 
U8 & U10 on Saturday from 10.30 to 11.30. Hurling 
Academy for boys and girls continues on Sunday 
for U5, U7 & U9 from 11am to 12pm.  
LOTTO
Lotto results from Monday 28th June     
Numbers drawn were: 18, 20, 22, 26 
No jackpot winner - 5x €30. 
Miriam Fell, Gurteenroe 
Kieran Breen, c/o Bridie 
Connie McCarthy, c/o Bridie 

Billy O Rourke, Ballybrack Firies 
Sean McCarthy, 14 Ashgrove, Firies 
Next weeks jackpot €5100. 
Get your lotto tickets online via the Firies page 
on Clubforce or tickets are also available to 
purchase from all the usual sellers. We thank these 
businesses for their continued support. Thank you 
all for your continued support.  
FIXTURES
South Kerry Ladies Football League away Vs 
Legion Wed 18th at 18.00 
U15 Boys County League away Vs Dr. Crokes 
Wed at 19.00  - U11 Football Go Games home vs 
Rathmore Thurs at 18.30 
U16 Ladies home vs Austin Stacks B Thurs at 20.00 
Minor Ladies home Vs MKL Gaels Friday at 19.30 
U15 County Hurling FEILE away Vs Kilmoyley Fri at 
18.15  - U11 Hurling Go Games away vs Kilmoyley 
Sat at 17.00 
Men Div 4 County League home Vs Lispole at 19.30 
Mens Div 6 County League away vs Castleisland 
Desmonds at 14.00 -U14 Ladies home Vs Fossa 
Sunday at 16.00  - U13 Boys away vs John Mitchles 
Sunday at 17.30 & 19.00 
RESULTS
Minor Boys East Kerry league Firies 1-09 Keel/
Listry 0-14 
U12 Girls Firies 5-08 MKL Gaels 2-04 
U14 Girls Firies 4-07 Austin Stacks 5-05 
U16 Girls Firies 5-14 Listowel Emmets 0-05 
Thanks to Austin Stacks who hosted our U6, U8 & 
U10 girls on Sunday morning for a series of games 
U13 Boys Div 1 (Blue) Firies 1-12 Keel/Listry 4-06 
U13 Boys Div 9 (White) Firies 2-11 Keel Listry 2-04  
U15 Boys Firies 1-11 Kenmare 4-08 
Men Div 4 County League Firies 1-13 Waterville 
2-06  East Kerry Junior League Firies 1-09 
Kilcummin 2-10 
FIRIES GAA CLUB SHOP
Firies Football, Hurling and Ladies Football club 
is thrilled to announce that our brand new club 
shop is live and operational in conjunction with 
the renowned brand Masita Ireland.  The Masita 
products are lightweight, durable, breathable and 
excellent quality, offering a large range of sizing 
options and competitively priced.  https://www.
masita.ie/collections/firies-gaa 
Stay tuned to our Facebook page for the 
opportunity to win a Masita voucher in the 
coming weeks. 
Members who prefer to shop onsite can also 
avail of the new gear at Vincent Murphy Sports 
Shop Killarney Road Castleisland shortly. 
FIRIES GAA WEBSITE
The Club is in the process of getting the website 
updated and this is a call out to all club members 
who may have any old photos, match reports, 
Club History pieces or any other information 
relevant to the club. If you would like to see this 
information on the club website, could you please 
email it to pro.firies.kerry@gaa.ie.   
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Munster Championship Quarter-Final: Kerry 3-22 Clare 1-11

By Jimmy O’Sullivan Darcy

The main thing about this one was that it’s the 
first hurdle out of the way – hopefully Kerry can 
get to the finish line and over it this year. We’ve 
already gone further than last year.
Not that this kind of scoreline was unexpected 
by any of us, but living up to those expectations 
is a good sign mentally. Physically, of course, 
everybody can see that Kerry have come a long 
way in a few years. To me our biggest problem 
in the crunch games against Dublin in recent 
years has been matching their energy in the last 
ten minutes of games, so I took Kerry’s muscle 
to hold off challenges and pace to outrun Clare 
throughout as a great sign going forward.
That pace was evident right from the start. 
Seán O’Shea, who again played as the front 
man in attack, swung the ball over the crossbar 
with his right leg after just twelve seconds. He 
quickly added another with his left leg and 
added another two. Clare were already in total 
disarray. I did think that trying to opt for short 
and safe kickouts, given that Kerry were playing 
a bit of a front court press, was a mistake. Go 
long, and even if you lose possession, you 
have time to set up your defence. Mind you, 
it’s worth noting that Clare won seven of our 
eighteen kick-outs, and they weren’t running a 
hard press. That’s a wrinkle that still needs the 

application of an iron.
David Clifford kicked a lovely point to make 
it 0-5 to 0-0 after eight minutes. Eoin Cleary 
had Clare’s first scoring attempt after that. He 
missed, but sub Emmett McMahon opened 
their account with his left leg – both teams 
showed good kicking technique. Paul Geaney 
pointed – Paul wasn’t a dominant factor in the 
game, really, to be honest – before David Clifford 
and Eoin Cleary exchanged a brace. Cleary gave 
Gavin Crowley a tough runaround during the 
game, and that’s not a criticism of Gavin, Cleary 
really is a superb footballer. Lightning pace. 
Accurate too – his next point was with his left 
leg from a tight angle, and he made it look easy. 
I did think that Clare had a free man at the back 
post if he decided to cross it.
That was a little niggle for me afterwards. 
Clare forwards did get more space than I liked 
at times. They weren’t able to get the ball in 
quickly enough or often enough throughout 
the game, especially when their early focus was 
more defence than attack (as I say, that actually 
suited us) but better teams will have taken 
note for later on. This was a one-sided victory, 
but not a perfect performance by any means. 
I’m not trying to quibble or be pedantic, but I 
don’t agree with the national hype that’s been 
built around Kerry at the moment – I genuinely 
feel that more than a few pundits are hyping 

Kerry because, frankly, how much interest will 
the general public have in gaelic football if 
Dublin steamroll another championship. That’s 
not begrudgery, I’m a huge admirer of theirs, 
but as the seanfhocail says”an rud is annamh 
is iontach” - that which is rare is wonderful. The 
opposite is also true.
Paudie Clifford picked off a nice point before 
the game’s most magic moment happened, 
and it was Paudie who was responsible. He was 
in the epicentre of the action almost always, 
and this was a case in point.
Kerry were putting good pressure on Clare 
coming out with the ball, and Conor Jordan’s 
(a great footballer both for Kerry and Austin 
Stacks) loose pass was gathered by Paudie. I 
think he knew exactly what to do even before 
he actually caught the ball. Certainly he didn’t 
hesitate for one second before an absolutely 
pinpoint kick pass, perfectly weighted, into 
Sean O’Shea. The Kenmare man, just like in the 
Tyrone game, is clearly instructed to do less 
tracking back and remain a threatening option 
inside when the opposition are coming out. 
Because the pass was so fast and so perfectly 
judged, Seán was bearing down on goal before 
the defence could react, and Seán isn’t a player 
who misses chances like that. Padraic Collins 
pulled one back, but Clare were like Canute 
fighting the tide at that stage, and the Clifford 

All Things Sport
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brothers closed out the first half scoring. 
Incidentally, I’ve seen a few reports saying 
that David was quiet by his high standards – 
nonsense. He scored 1-6, and his workrate out 
the field as he drops back (leaving O’Shea in 
situ) has literally doubled. People forget that he 
is as good a creator as a taker of scores.

Half-time Kerry 1-11 Clare 0-5
David Clifford added another free on the restart 
and David Moran another (people have been 
far too quick to write off Brian Fenton’s only 
rival as midfielder of the decade. Fair enough, 
you can make a strong argument for Aidan 
O’Shea, Michael Murphy, or Mattie Donnelly, 
but David definitely belongs in an elite group). 
Eoin Cleary and David Tubridy cancelled those. 
Darragh Bohannon kicked a nice point after 
good teamwork by Clare, but Gavin White’s 
electric pace saw him bear down on goal before 
opting to take his point and he quickly added 
another. Gavin was another to really shine in 
the Kerry firmament. Eoin Cleary pulled one 
backl with another free but a brace by Seán 
O’Shea and a point from David Clifford pushed 
to gap to an even dozen, 1-18 to 0-9.
Clare did get the consolation of a goal in the 
62nd minute. Scant consolation by then, of 
course, but a very good goal. The Kerry defence 

can’t be blamed for that one; it was good 
interaction at pace by the Clare forwards, a 
nicely timed handpass by Darragh Bohannon 
to David Tubridy, and a superb shot by Clare’s 
ace marksman.
Killian Spillane came off the bench and, yet 
again, was absolutely outstanding. When you 
think about it, when is the last time he didn’t 
impress on the field for Kerry? I suspect that the 
starting Kerry forwards get an extra incentive 
to perform when they see the likes of him on 
the bench. Certainly there was no let-up in 
intensity by Kerry. That was epitomised by 
their second goal. Good pressure culminated 
in a pass by Adrian Spillane to David Clifford, 
who had timed his move past Cillian Brennan 
well and had the strength to hold him off 
before blasting home from close range. Killian 
Spillane added two more points in his short 
enough time on the field (in fairness, he could 
have given it to Micheál Burns unmarked at the 
back post for a goal) and Seán O’Shea scored a 
free. Darragh Bohannon had a point for Clare, 
one last defiance of an inevitable fate, before 
Micheál Burns gathered after good work by 
Paul Geaney and slotted home. It was the final 
nail in a very good, though not perfect, Kerry 
display.
Kerry: Kieran Fitzgibbon, Brian Ó Beaglaíoch, 

Jason Foley, Tom O’Sullivan, Mike Breen, Gavin 
Crowley, Gavin White, David Moran, Diarmuid 
O’Connor, Stephen O’Brien, Sean O’Shea, 
Paul Geaney, David Clifford, Dara Moynihan, 
Paudie Clifford. Subs: Kieran Fitzgibbon, Brian 
Ó Beaglaoich, Jason Foley, Tom O’Sullivan, Mike 
Breen, Gavin Crowley, Gavin White (0-2), David 
Moran (0-1), Diarmuid O’Connor, Stephen 
O’Brien, Sean O’Shea (1-7, 3f), Paul Geaney (0-1), 
David Clifford (1-6, 3f), Dara Moynihan, Paudie 
Clifford (0-2). Subs: Killian Spillane 0-3 (for Seán 
O’Shea, blood sub, 48 – 52 mins), Tadhg Morley 
(for Tom O’Sullivan, 52 mins), Killian Spillane (for 
Dara Moynihan, 52 mins), Tommy Walsh (for 
Stephen O’Brien, 56 mins), Adrian Spillane (for 
David Moran, 58 mins), Micheál Burns 1-0 (for 
David Clifford, 68 mins).
Clare: Stephen Ryan, Ciaran Russell, Cillian 
Brennan, Conor Jordan, Cian O’Dea, Sean 
Collins, Conal O hAinifein, Darren O’Neill, 
Cathal O’Connor, Pearse Lillis, Eoin Cleary (0-
6, 3f), Darragh Bohannan (0-2), Gavin Cooney, 
Padraic Collins (0-1), David Tubridy (1-1). Subs: 
Emmet McMahon 0-1 (for Cathal O’Connor, 15 
mins), Cillian Rouine (for Conall Ó hAinifein, 17 
mins), Joe McGann (for Padraic Collins (half-
time), Daniel Walsh (for Conor Jordan, 44 mins), 
Keelan Sexton (for Gavin Cooney, 49 mins). 
Referee: Jerome Henry (Mayo)

Photos: Tatyana McGough, Fitzgerald Stadium PR.
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KILLARNEY RUGBY CLUB
YOUTHS TAG COMPETITIONS
The West Munster Youths Tag competition was 
completed last weekend with 3 of our teams 
contesting the finals. First up our U18’s hosted 
Tralee RFC at Aghadoe on Friday evening, 
winning a thriller and winning the U18 Cup. Then 
on Saturday morning our U14’s hosted Tralee 
but narrowly lost out to the visitors in a thriller 
at home. Finally our U16’s beat Iveragh away 
in Cahersiveen making it a hugely successful 
competition for our Youths. A very well done 
to all the players and coaches. It’s a wonderful 
testament to the hard work being done and 
closes out a wonderful season where our youths 
were named section of the year earlier in the 
season. Well done all!
SENIOR PRESEASON
Our senior section will hold a preseason 21/22 
meeting on Thursday the 1st of July at Aghadoe 
at 8pm. The coach and management team for 
this season will include Brian O’Leary, Brian 

O’Sullivan, Brian Foley and John O’Connell. This 
is an important meeting and all are asked to 
attend if possible. Open to current players and 
also open to any aspiring rugby players. For 
details contact John on 086-8525116.
GIVE IT A TRY PROGRAMME FOR GIRLS
KRFC is also delighted to announce that we have 
been selected as a host club for this years Irish 
Rugby ‘Give it a Try’ programme aimed at getting 
girls aged between 6 and 14 to play rugby.
The Give it a Try IRFU initiative is open to any 
girls who wish to try out rugby (no experience 
necessary) and will take place in July – keep 
an eye on our social media for more or contact 
Fiona on 087-2304689.
MUNSTER RUGBY SUMMER CAMPS
Don’t forget to book your child’s spot for this 
years Munster Rugby Summer Camps - spaces 
are booking up fast!! The summer camp which 
is open to boys and girls aged between 6 and 
12 years of age will take place at our pitches in 
Aghadoe from Monday the 26th to Friday the 
30th of July.  The cost is €80 per child and each 
participant will receive an official Summer Camp 
Pack comprising an Adidas Summer Camp 
T-Shirt, Draw-String Bag and Mouth Guard. To 
book a spot on this years Summer Camp and to 
check out the terms and conditions etc, simply 
click Munster Rugby website.

MUCKROSS ROWING CLUB
NATIONAL TRIALS
Our congratulations and continued best 
wishes to junior member Caoimhe O’Sullivan, 
who has been taking part in a closing round 
of invitation only trials at the National Rowing 
Centre in Cork since last weekend. Caoimhe has 
successfully completed a number of land based 
trials in recent months and has demonstrated 
exceptional commitment and hard work in 
training to reach this point.
SUMMER CAMPS
Our summer camps are up and running! The 
last camp gets underway on Tuesday next, July 
6 with spaces filling up fast! Final enquires to 
Marko 085 8635797 or Shona 087 7839962.
ROAD TO TOKYO
Just three weeks remain until the Olympic 
Regatta gets underway at the Sea Forest 

Waterway venue in Japan. Rowing is among 
the first sports of the Tokyo Games, which are 
certainly the most eagerly awaited in modern 
history following the postponement from last 
year. Ireland is sending a thirteen strong squad 
of rowers who will race across six boats. All eyes 
in Muckross will be fixed on the Womens Pair, 
in which former junior rower Aileen Crowley 
will race with Monika Dukarska. The Olympic 
Regatta is scheduled from Friday, July 23 to 
Friday, July 30.

GNEEVEGUILLA ATHLETIC CLUB
LOTTO
No winner of our lotto draw 25/06/2021, 
numbers drawn were 6, 9, 22 & 30.  Sellers prize 
winner Mairead Carmody.  €50 Y/t to Shelia 
O’ Donoghue Taur, €50 to Tadhg Moynihan 
Raheen, €40 each to Joan o’ Callaghan Clounts, 
Cara Kate O’ Leary Gneeveguilla & Jacik Dillane 
Quarry Cross.  Bonus numbers were 11, 14, 24 
& 26.  There was no winner.  €200 surplus prize 
winner Darragh Brennan Trim Co Meath.  Next 
weeks jackpot €20,000
LOTTO
our jackpot is €20,000, if you are not in your cant 
win. Tickets in all local outlets.
GOLDEN MILE
We are about to commence our mile series for 
this summer, Cullen is the venue on July 7th, 
registration in The Church Yard.  There will be a 
race for everybody, juvenile & adults.  The mile 
will be run on the Glountane Road with the mini 
mile on the same route.  July 14th we will be 
calling to Barradubh. Do come out and take part   

CALLINAFERCY ROWING CLUB
Well done to Padraic O’Sullivan, Zach Buckley, 
James O’Sullivan & Marie O’Sullivan from 
Callinafercy Rowing club, who competed in the 
Rosscarbery Rc Time Trials on the 26th June. A 
big well done to Padraic and Zach who did very 
well coming in at 2nd place.

The U14’s hosted Tralee in the west Munster tag 
competition cup final, narrowly losing their final.

The U16’s won their final away to Iveragh at Cahersiveen.

The U18’s won their final at 
Aghadoe against Tralee on 

Friday night. 
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KERRY LADIES LOSE OUT 
IN ROYAL RUMBLE
Division Two League Final
Meath 2-16 Kerry 1-9

Ah well. Let’s not pretend that this was 
anything but a poor outing for the Kerry 

Ladies’ at Head Office for the Kerry Ladies. 
We beat Meath in the National League by 
two goals, but it was a harder game than the 
scoreline and it was reversed here. Absolutely 
Meath rose their game hugely; they played 
fantastic football and were fully deserving 
winners, but the hardest thing about this defeat 
is that we never showed what we are capable of 
producing. We were way off our usual standard. 
Was it because of the attendance of 3,000? I 
don’t think so. Playing in Croke Park? Again, 
I don’t actually see the correlation – a lot of 
the Kerry team have played well there before. 
Missing the outstanding Siofra O’Shea? We 
still had plenty of diamonds on the field, they 
just didn’t sparkle. I have no explanation, to be 
honest. Sometimes you do everything right 
and it just goes wrong – the Kerry mens’ display 
against Meath back in 2001 springs to mind. 
This, I’m afraid, felt like that.
Niamh O’Sullivan and Stacey Grimes (3f ) had 
Meath well ahead before Anna Galvin opened 
her account. Emma Troy, nominally corner back 
but actually Meath’s main playmaker, traded 
scores with Louise Ní Muircheartaigh and Máire 
O’Shaughnessy and Bridgetta Lynch gave 
Meath a 0-7 to 0-2 lead at the water break. To 
be honest, we never really caught up on that. 
Kerry were already down to 14 players while 
Emma Dineen was sin binned, but strangely we 

actually steadied to pull back three points from 
Louise. For me, it’s Louise or Meath’s Emma 
Duggan for Division Two’s best player – Cáit 
Lynch deserves to be in that mix as well. All 
that was cancelled out when Orlagh Lally gave 
Ciara Butler no chance with a good finish to the 
net and points by Orlagh Lally and Aoibheann 
Leahy gave Meath a 1-9 to 0-5 lead at half-time.
It would get worse before failing to get better. 
Aoibheann Leahy opened the second half 
scoring, with Lorraine Scanlon replying. Stacey 
Grimes added another free and then slotted a 
penalty won by Emma Duggan. She swapped 
scores from play with Hannah O’Donoghue. 
Megan Thynne and Vikki Wall added further 
minors to make it 2-14 to 0-7. Look, I have seen 
miracles in Croke Park on a few occasions, but 
in this case I think even Jesus would have been 
advising a wedding party to enjoy the water. 
Louise Ní Muircheartaigh did score the last 
point of the quarter.
Hannah O’Donoghue and Bridgetta Lynch 
traded scores on the restart before Rachel 
Dwyer pulled back a goal. Niamh Gallogly 
finished off the scoring and to be honest, it was 
a relief for everybody when the final whistle 
blew.
Kerry: Ciara Butler, Julie O’Sullivan, Aislinn 
Desmond, Ciara Murphy, Aishling O’Connell, 
Kayleigh Cronin, Cáit Lynch, Lorraine Scanlon 
(0-1), Niamh Carmody, Louise Galvin, Emma 
Dineen, Anna Galvin (0-1), Niamh Ní Chonchúir, 
Hannah O’Donoghue (0-2), Louise Ní 
Muircheartaigh (0-5, 3f ). Subs: Andrea Murphy 
(for Emma Dineen, 34 mins), Danielle O’Leary 
(for Niamh Ní Chonchúir, 34 mins), Mary 
O’Connell (for Julie O’Sullivan, 43 mins), Rachel 
Dwyer 1-0 (for Anna Galvin, 41 mins), Mary 
O’Connell (for Louise Galvin, 49 mins).
Meath: Monica McGuirk, Emma Troy (0-1), Mary 
Kate Lynch, Katie Newe, Aoibheann Leahy (0-

1), Aoibhín Cleary, Orla Byrne, Vikki Wall (0-1), 
Máire O’Shaughnessy, Shauna Ennis, Stacey 
Grimes (1-5, 1 pen, 4f ), Niamh O’Sullivan, 
Orlagh Lally, Emma Duggan (1-0), Bridgetta 
Lynch (0-3). Subs: Megan Thynne (for Nimah 
O’Sullivan, 19 mins), Niamh Gallogly 0-1 (for 
Aoibheann Leahy, 41 mins), Shelly Melia (for 
Orlagh Lally, 60 mins), Emma White (for Mary 
Kate Lynch, 60 mins), Alison O’Sullivan (for 
Monica McGuirk, 60 mins)
Referee: Barry Redmond (Wexford)

KERRY HURLERS 
INTO MCDONAGH 
CUP SEMI-FINAL
McDonagh Cup Round 1
Kerry 2-24 Down 1-21

Kerry had to carry a spate of injuries through 
a National League campaign in which they 
acquitted themselves well, losing out on 
promotion to Offaly (I’m thankful for small 
mercies – the gulf between Division One and 
Division Two is colossal). Down in Austin Stack 
Park were one of their early victims, though 
it was a hard battle before Kerry turned the 
tables and pulled clear. Down were even better 
last Saturday than on that occasion. Their first 
touch isn’t great, to be honest, but with any 
bit of space they can string some beautiful 
passing moves together. However, Kerry have 
been gradually improving piece by piece and 
the return from injury of Shane Nolan is a major 
boost – he really is brilliant to watch. Himself, 
Mikey Boyle, and Shane Nolan from long 
range put Kerry in front before Paul Sheehan 
nailed a Down ‘65. Conway pointed from play 
but Sheehan replied with a free. He won the 
puckout and sent it back in to Daithí Sands 
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JIMMY O’SULLIVAN-DARCY 
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Kerry No. 7 Cait Lynch & 
Meath No. 8 Vikki Wall 

Lidl Ireland Ladies NFL Div 2 Final Saturday 26th June 
Croke Park pictured is Kerry’s Louise Galvin and  Meath 

No. 28 Orlagh Lally.
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for a goal that was a soft one to cough up, to 
be honest. Another Sheehan free and Down 
were ahead by 1-3 to 0-5. Conor O’Keeffe, 
who excelled, teed up Mikey Boyle for his 
second point and Pearse Óg McCrickard and 
Mikey swapped scores before the water break. 
0-7 to 1-4. Shane Conway’s brace to another 
McCrickard point put us in front. Kerry were 
on top now, but hit three wides in succession 
before Pádraig Boyle and Shane made it 0-11 to 
1-5. Donal Hughes and Paul Sheehan trimmed 
it but Barry Mahony (a great team move) 
replied and a good ball from Shane Nolan saw 
Cian Hussey fire home our goal.
Kerry: J B O’Halloran, James O’Connor, Evan 
Murphy, Eric Leen, Conor O’Keeffe, Fionán 
Mackessy, Jason Diggins, Paudie O’Connor, 
Shane Nolan (0-4, 1f ), Mikey Boyle (0-4), Barry 
Mahony 0-3, Brendan O’Leary, Pádraig Boyle (0-
4), Shane Conway (1-8, 4f, 2’65), Cian Hussey (1-
0). Subs: Tomás O’Connor (for James O’Connor, 
22 mins), Bryan Murphy (for Brendan O’Leary, 
66 mins), Donal Hunt (for Cian Hussey, 69 mins), 
Fionán O’Sullivan 0-1 (for Mikey Boyle, 69 mins), 
Eoin Ross (for Eric Leen, 71 mins).
Down: Stephen Keith, Conor Cassidy, Caolan 
Taggart, John McManus, Matt Conlon, Conor 
Woods (0-1, 1f ), Liam Savage, Donal Hughes 
(0-2), Jordan Doran, Chris Egan, Paul Sheehan 
(0-5, 4f ), Marc Fisher, Pearse Óg McCrickard, 
Eoghan Sands (0-1), Daithí Sands (1-2). Subs 
Ryan McCusker 0-1 (for Marc Fisher, half-time), 
Tim Prenter 0-1 (for Jordan Doran, 45 mins), 
Phelim Savage 0-1 (for Chris Egan, 48 mins), 
Oisin McManus 0-4, 4f (for Paul Sheehan, 49 
mins), PJ Davidson (for Donal Hughes, 71 mins)
Referee: Cathal McAllister (Cork)

COMFORTABLE KERRY 
CRUISE PAST CORK
Munster Junior Semi-Final
Kerry 2-16 Cork C 0-5
Kerry followed up their opening round win 
over Limerick with an even more convincing 
one over Cork’s third team to book their place 
in the Munster Junior Final next Saturday 
night. Patrice Diggin opened the scoring 
before midfielders Aoife Behan and Tara 
McCarthy traded scores. Aoife was bean laoch 
an chluiche, while McCarthy was comfortably 
Cork’s best player. Kerry were always on top, 
though – this Cork panel was only assembled 
very recently, whereas Kerry have a lot of work 
put in. Annmarie Leen, Jackie Horgan (2), 
and former Munster Feile skills winner Amy 
O’Sullivan made it 0-7 to 0-1 at the first water 
break. Fiona Nelligan picked off a nice Cork 
score on the resumption and McCarthy (f ) and 
Aoife Twohill added more, but Jackie Horgan, 
Patrice Diggin, and Aoifge Behan (2) helped 
Kerry into a -0-12 to 0-4 half-time lead. Jackie 
and Patrice (2) stretched the lead before Aoife 
won a penalty converted by Patrice and Jackie 
Horgan added a second goal straight from the 
puck-out after good work by Laura Collins.

Lorraine Collins picked off Cork’s last score, 
with Kerry adding two points in the last quarter 
to seal an impressive Kerry display.
Clare received a walkover from Waterford in 
the other semi-final, so Kerry will face them at a 
neutral venue tomorrow night at 7.00pm.
Kerry: Aoife Fitzgerald, Elaine Ryall, Niamh 
Leen, Michelle Costello, Patrice Diggin (1-4, 
1 pen, 2f ), Sara Murphy, Áine O’Connor, Aoife 
Behan (0-4), Kate Lynch, Annmarie Leen (0-1), 
Laura Collins, Rachel McCarthy, Amy O’Sullivan 
(0-2), Jackie Horgan (1-5, 2f ), Caoimhe Spillane. 
Subs Jessica Fitzell (for Niamh Leen, 46 mins), 
Edel Slattery (for Rachel McCarthy, 50 mins), 
Alannah Whelan (for Amy O’Sullivan, 55 mins), 
Kate Buckley (for Laura Collins, 55 mins), 
Norette Casey (for Jackie Horgan, 59 mins)
Cork: Eimear Hurley, Jennifer Murphy, Courtney 
O’Keeffe, Emma Casey, Roisín Killeen, Ciara 
Ring, Jacinta Crowley, Tara McCarthy (0-4, 3f, 
1’65), Lucy Wallace, Tara Sheehan, Aoife Twohill 
(0-1), Eimear O’Reilly, Molly Barrett, Lorraine 
Collins (0-1), Fiona Nelligan. Subs Nicole Crean 
(for Molly Barrett, 24 mins), Miriam Cotter (for 
Jennifer Murphy, 24 mins), Tara Crowley (for 
Tara Sheehan, 38 mins), Maggie Coppinger (for 
Eimear O’Reilly, 47 mins), Christine O’Neill (for 
Jacinta Crowley, 47 mins)
Referee: Mike Ryan (Tipperary)

CAMOGIE
Congratulations to Killarney Camogie Club, 
who won the delayed 2020 Kerry U16 Final 
against Tralee Parnells last weekend in a 
cracking game in Spa that saw a last minute 
goal seal a four point win.

BOXING
Kingdom Warrior Wins Again
Kerry’s Kevin Cronin, the Kingdom Warrior, 
is rapidly making a real name for himself as 
one of the top boxers around, and that rising 
reputation was enhanced by a very impressive 
victory over Daniel Borisov. Kevin won the four 
rounder at the Celtic Clash in Guadalajara, near 

Alicante in Spain. This was the most impressive 
of his four professional wins in four fights, not 
least for the simple reason that Borisov was 
good. As strong as Kevin (not something I’d say 
lightly), good hands, and good footwork. Kevin 
wisely stayed out of a dogfight; this fight was 
all about skill and Kevin just had that little bit 
more of it, able to sway away from punches 
(genuinely brilliant head movement) and 
picking his own shots carefully. He edged the 
first two rounds but really pulled away in the 
third and made sure to stay out of trouble in 
the fourth to win by unanimous decision. It’s 
becoming more and more obvious that this 
guy is the real deal. There is talk – and it is only 
talk as yet – about a home fight towards the 
end of the year, possibly against Crumlin boxer 
Robbie Burke, who won his own fight by first 
round KO.

RUGBY
The British and Irish Lions Tour in South Africa 
is, unfortunately, not going well. Losing captain 
Alun Wynn Jones to injury was a bad blow, 
softened I suppose by having Ireland’s Conor 
Murray given the armband. Much worse, 
however, is the rise in Covid infections, with the 
country having moved to level four lockdown 
protocols. At some point, as with the Olympics 
in Tokyo, one has to measure the risk against the 
reward. Everybody coming home safe has to be 
the main priority and supersedes anything else.

SOCCER
Congratulations to Kilcummin’s Matt Keane on 
being selected as Treaty United’s Player of the 
Month for May.

CYCLING
Killarney Racecourse will be hosting a round of 
the Munster Youth League next Tuesday, July 
6th, at 7.00pm, with racing at U12, U14, and 
U16. It should be spectacular and will be well 
worth watching in a perfectly safe and well-
distanced environment.

Kerry’ Fionán Mackessy moves to intercept Down’s Paul Sheehan 
at the McDonagh Cup clash. PHOTO: ORLA COYNE
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The old adage that says if 
you need something don’t 
ask someone that’s busy is 
certainly true of the new 
Chair of Killarney Celtic Tim 
Jones. Outgoing Chair Paul 
Sherry, who had stayed on 
an extra year due to Covid, 
stepped down as per rotation 
rules at this weeks AGM.  Paul 
was 5 years in the role. Tim, 
a successful businessman in 
Killarney, takes over having 
been Vice Chair - the role that 
Paul now takes up. Tributes 
were also paid to Liam Shine 
who gave great service as 
Treasurer for the last 5 years 
and John Somers take on that 
position.
Helen Clancy was re-elected 
unopposed as Secretary with 
the Committee members 

being Jane O’Donoghue who 
represents Football For All, 
Padraig Harnett and Mike 
Courtney.”

ALL THINGS...SPORT

Treaty United’s Matt 
Keane with his Player 
of the Month Award.

David Kenny will 
represent his country 

in the 20km walk.

NEW MAN IN THE 
HOT CHAIR AT CELTIC

Donning the Kerry jersey in two sporting disciplines this week 
an up and coming young Listry girl is excelling in both GAA 
and Soccer. Naoishe O’Donoghue, a student at Faha National 
School and the daughter of Caitriona and the late Stephen 
O’Donoghue played soccer on Sunday in Ardfert vs South 
Tipperary and they won 6-1. The following day she was part of 
the Kerry team who had a great win against Clare in a challenge 
game. Naoise is definitely one to watch on the sporting circles.

NAOISHE IS DEFINITELY 
ONE TO WATCH

ATHLETICS
Congratulations to David Kenny of 
Farranfore Maine Valley AC who has 
qualified for the Olympic Games. 
David, who is coached by Rob 
Heffernan will represent his country 
in the 20km walk . He will also 
represent Ireland  in the European 
Championships in Tallinn in Estonia 
next week.
Congratulations to Killarney AC’s 
Sarah Leahy, returns after setting a 
new personal best of 11.88 in the 
100m at the National Championships 
in Santry and has been selected as 
part of the 4 x 100m relay in the 
European U23 Championships in 

Tallinn, Estonia, on July 8th to 11th. 
Dublin’s Cian O’Sullivan, both of 
whose parents hail from Kerry (his 
Dad is from Kilgarvan and his Mam 
is from Firies) won no less than seven 
All Ireland medals as an auxiliary 
centre back/ sweeper and played a 
key role in their rise to dominance 
(it cannot be called anything else at 
this stage), has unfortunately been 
forced to retire through injury. Cian 
represented Farranfore/Maine Valley 
AC in his youth. Congratulations also 
to Ciara Kennelly from Killarney Valley 
AC who came third in the High Jump 
at the National Championships. 
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COMHAIRLE CONTAE CHIARRAÍ 

KERRY COUNTY COUNCIL 
 

BÓITHRE A nDÚNADH GO SEALADACH 
TEMPORARY CLOSING OF ROADS 

 
ALT 75 d’ACHT NA mBÓITHRE 1993 

SECTION 75 OF ROADS ACT 1993 

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to Section 75 of the Roads Act 1993, and the Temporary Closing of 
Roads Regulations 1994, Kerry County Council has decided to temporarily close to public traffic the follow-
ing road for the period and reason specified below:

“SAFE STREETS – SAFE TOWN – SAFE COUNTY”
Covid-19 Social Distancing Measures

Roads Subject of Proposed Closure 
R-876 Kenmare Place\Main Street (From the Junction Mission Road and Kenmare Place to the junction of 
Main Street and New Street)

Period of Proposed Closure  
From 11.00 a.m. on Saturday, 10th July to 8.00 a.m. on Monday, 12th July 2021
From 11.00 a.m. on Saturday, 17th July to 8.00 a.m. on Monday, 19th July 2021
From 11.00 a.m. on Saturday, 24th July to 8.00 a.m. on Monday, 26th July 2021
From 11.00 a.m. on Saturday, 31st July to 8.00 a.m. on Tuesday, 3rd August 2021
From 11.00 a.m. on Saturday, 7th August  to 8.00 a.m. on Monday, 9th August 2021
From 11.00 a.m. on Saturday, 14th August  to 8.00 a.m. on Monday, 16th August 2021
From 11.00 a.m. on Saturday, 21st August  to 8.00 a.m. on Monday, 23rd August 2021
From 11.00 a.m. on Saturday, 28th August  to 8.00 a.m. on Monday, 30th August 2021

Reason for Proposed Closure  
To facilitate Covid-19 Social Distancing Measures, under the Kerry County Council “SAFE STREETS – 
SAFE TOWNS – SAFE COUNTY” Plan

Alternative Routes
L-3909 Beech Road, Traffic can divert from Kenmare Place onto N71 Mission Road onto L-3909 Beech 
Road and onto R-877 New Street  

Siniu: Padraig Corkery
Senior Executive Officer / Feidhmeannach Sinsearach 
Corporate Affairs / Gnothai Corparaideacha
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KERRY SCHOOLBOY/GIRL SOCCER
UNDERAGE LEAGUE OF IRELAND AND 
INTER LEAGUE ACTION PART OF HUGELY 
BUSY WEEK IN THE KSBGL:
Kerry 14’s 0–6 Cork City
The underage League of Ireland has finally 
begun following its COVID postponement. Kerry 
14’s welcomed Cork City to Christy Leahy Park 
and it was the visitors who took the win with all 
the goals coming during a 20 minute blitz from 
the 18th minute. 
Kerry battled hard in the second half and indeed 
could have gotten a couple of scores own. This 
Saturday Kerry are away to Waterford at the IT. 
Waterford went down 5-1 to Cobh Ramblers in 
their opener last weekend.
KERRY GIRLS OUT IN FORCE
The new Ardfert All Weather was a hive of 
activity when Kerry and South Tipperary Girls 
sides played four friendly games with the 13’s 
Gaynor and Development squads, the 15’s and 
16’s all in action. There were 80 Kerry girls in 
action across the 4 home squads which is a sign 
of how strong girls soccer is now becoming in all 
corners of the coiunty. 
The 13’s Development played very well and 
won 2-0 thanks to Sadie Ryan’s goals. The 13’s 
Gaynor Squad were in flying form and ran out 
easy winners thanks to Laura Falvey, Emma Daly, 
Phoebe O’Shea, Naoise O’Donoghue and Keeva 
Riordan who were all on the score sheet.
The Kerry 15’s and 16’s put in efforts that pleased 
their managements as they were up against 
sides who would have been together since their 
13’s Gaynor days. Casey Mulroy scored for the 
15’s while Lily Twomey, Mary Kearney and Lucy 
O’Sullivan impressed for the 16’s.
THE REST OF THE MID-WEEK ACTION
There was one game in the 12’s played on 
Thursday with LB Rovers and Tralee Dynamos B 
drawing 2-2. Ruan and Jack Houlihan scored for 
the North Kerry side. 
In the 13’s Plate and Shield Killarney Celtic 
defeated Ballyhar Dynamos thanks to Cillian 
Slattery who hit 4 goals, Pa O’Brien who ended 
with 3 and one from Luca Mosca. Goals from 
Colm Kelliher, Rossa McGearailt, Michael 
Moloney from the penalty spot and Phoebe 
O’Shea saw Inter Kenmare defeat Mastergeeha 
who had Thomas Myers on the score-sheet. 
Killarney Athletic B had hat-tricks from Finn 
O’Donnell and Liam Harmon and one from 
Alex Doolan in their win over Mastergeeha B in 
Kilbrean Park. Ruairi O’Donoghue 2 and Milozs 
Niezgoda were the Mastergeeha scorers.
A hat trick from Odhran Buckley and one each 
from Tadgh Long and Cody Goggin saw LB 
Rovers get the better of Castlesland. William 
McCarthy got both their goals. 
Two goals in each half saw St Brendan’s Park B 
defeat Castleisland B. Johnny Neillings, Edison 
Jahiri, Tuoyo King and Edison Jahiri were the 
Tralee sides scorers.  Alex Czarmowski, Declan 
Field and Bryan McKenna who hit two each and 
Saoirse O’Shea were Killorglin B’s scorers in their 
away win over Inter Kenmare B. 
In the 15’s Cup Killarney Celtic won 4-1 at home 
to St Brendan’s Park A. Josh Bowler scored twice 
with Jamie Moynihan and Seamus Kelly getting 
one each and James Foster replied for the Tralee 

side. Everyone involved in the League wishes 
Kristan Lyne a speedy recovery from the knee 
injury he sustained in this game. 
In the 15’s Shield Rohan Saha 2, Keelan Veraso 
and Daniel Fleming got the Killarney Athletic B 
goals as they won at home to Ballyhar. Joseph 
Lawlor, Marcus Connolly, Kuba Mikolagczuk, 
Alex Riordan and an og saw St Brendan’s Park 
B taking the win at Christy Leahy Park where 
Mathew Spillane replied for Killorglin. 
In the 16’s Mastergeeha had their shooting 
boots on at home to Tralee Dynamos with Eoin 
Kelly, Daire O’Leary, Sean Doolan, Alan Looney 
and Hugh Lenihan all getting one each in the 
win. 
Girls Mid-Week Games: In the U12 Girls 
Mastergeeha defeated MEK Galaxy in a 10 goal 
thriller at Kilbrean Park. Amy Brosnan had a 
night to remember hitting 4 goals with Sadbh 
O’Halloran and Grace Murphy getting the goals 
for Mastergeeha. For Isabelle Lyons hit a hat trick 
with Anna Allen getting the other goal. 
In the 16’s Girls goals from Lucy Barton and Tara 
Desmond were enough to give Inter Kenmare a 
2-0 win over Killarney Celtic.     
WEEKEND GAMES: BOYS 12’S
Killarney Athletic B 1–8 Inter Kenmare B
Killarney Celtic A 5–0 Killarney Athletic A
Castleisland A 3–2 LB Rovers
Ballyhar Dynamos3 –2 Killarney Celtic B
Listowel Celtic B 2–5 St Brendan’s Park B
St Brendan’s Park A 7–0 Listowel Celtic
Ballyheigue 0–6 Killorglin
Tralee Dynamos A 4–2 Camp Juniors A

MEK Galaxy 3–2 Mastergeeha
MEK Galaxy B 0–2 Mastergeeha B
MEK Galaxy C 0-3 Inter Kenmare B
14’s Boys
LB Rovers 2–2 Fenit
Tralee Dynamos B 3–0 St Brendan’s Park B
Killorglin A 2–2 Killarney Athletic A
Tralee Dynamos A 4–2 Killarney Celtic A
Ballyhar Dynamos 1–8 Mastergeeha
MEK Galaxy 4–2 Killorglin
Listowel Celtic B 1–7 Camp Juniors A
St Brendan’s Park A 0–6 Killarney Athletic B
15’s Boys
Killorglin B 2–5 Mastergeeha
Castleisland 4–1 Killarney Athletic
Inter Kenmare – Listowel Celtic
16’s Boys
St Brendan’s Park 3–1 Listowel Celtic
Girls 
12’s
Inter Kenmare 2–3 MEK Orange
13’s
Killarney Celtic White 2–1 Fenit
Listowel Celtic 2–4 Killarney Celtic Green
15’s
INTER KENMARE 3–0 CAMP JUNIORS
Fenit 1–3 St Brendan’s Park
Killarney Celtic 2–0 MEK Galaxy 
Match Reports Saturday:
12’s Cup and Shield

End of Season for Killarney Athletic Girls.
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The first game of the weekend fixtures saw Inter 
Kenmare A defeat Killarney Athletic B at home 
thanks to goals from Colin Kelliher, Jack Carey, 
Roan O’Sullivan, Ruairi Daly, Ewan McCarthy and 
Aidan O’Sullivan.  Nikita Bizanskis replied for 
Athletic.
Ballyhar Dynamos and Killarney Celtic B were 
tied 2-2 at the break in Murt Scott Park and 
the home side won it with the only goal of the 
second half. The Ballyhar goals were scored by 
Donnacha Lynch, Daniel Downes and Conot 
Foley. Castleisland and LB Rovers drew 2-2 at 
Georgie O’Callaghan Park with the home sides 
coming from Tadgh McCarthy and Danny 
Murphy. Daithi Keane Tyrrell got both goals for 
LB Rovers. Inter Kenmare B are also through 
thank to a 3-0 score line over MEK Galaxy C while  
Park B defeated Listowel Celtic B at home 5-2. 
Paddy Larkin and Emilis Brazine scored for Celtic.
Park A defeated Killorglin at home while 
Killorglin won away to Ballyheigue while Tralee 
Dynamos A were 4-2 winners over Camp Juniors 
A . Calvin O’Sullivan 3 and Eoghan Daly were the 
Dynamos scorers with Killian Crean and Conor 
O’Donnell scoring for Camp Juniors.
There were also wins for MEK Galaxy A over 
Mastergeeha A while Mastergeeha B  saw off 
MEK Galaxy B 2-0.  
14’S COMPETITIONS
Killorglin A and Killarney Athletic A drew 2-2 with 
Luke Doolin and Fionn Daly getting the goals for 
Athletic. James Jones and Aaron Doyle replied 
for Killorglin.  The LB Rovers and Fenit game 
ended in the same score line with Dominick 
Ryan and Charlie Nolan scoring for Fenit.   
A hat trick from Ronan O’Carroll and one from 
Aaro Horgan gave Tralee Dynamos A a 4-2 home 
win over Killarney Celtic A.  David Burke scored 
from Ballyhar Dynamos but their opponents 

Mastergeeha were too strong for their hosts.
Calum Smith and Rioghan O’Sullivan both scored 
in the first half to leave the game between MEK 
Galaxy and Killorglin tied at 1-1. MEK pushed on 
to lead 3-1 with goals from Jamie Vousden and 
Joe Horan. Patrick O’Donnell pulled one back for 
Killorglin but Ryan Carey’s settled the nerves and 
wrapped up the win.
Camp Juniors A defeated Listowel Celtic B whose 
goal came from Igor Mikolajczyk. Listowel Celtic 
A saw off the Park A as the Group stages come 
down to the crucial stages. The Listowel Celtic 
goals came from John Carmody, Dylan Costello, 
Ruairi O’Connell and Conor Mulvihill. 
15’S
There was one game in the 15’s on Saturday 
with Mastergeeha winning 5-2 at Killorglin 
B. Emmet Spillane, Adam Whitty, Diarmuid 
Furlong, Cian O’Connor and Bobby Gallivan 
scored for Mastergeeha with Cian O’Brien and 
Alex Scannell scoring for the home side.
On Sunday Castleisland defeated Killarney 
Athletic 4-1 with their goals coming from CIan 
Downey 2, Killian Dennehy and Eoghan Shire. 
Tom Benson was on the mark for Athletic.
GIRLS GAMES
In the 12’s MEK Orange goals from Megan 
Gosney 2 and Isabelle Lyons gave them the win 
over Inter Kenmare who had goals from Ella 
Healy and Grace O’Shea. 
In the 13’s Girls goals from Kate Healy and Ali 
Bowler gave Killarney Celtic White the narrowest 
of wins over Fenit whose goal came from Grace 
Reilly. 
Laura Falvey got 2 for Listowel Celtic in their 
home game against Killarney Celtic Green who 
took the win 4-2. Celtic, who went 1-0 down 
inside the opening minute took the win thanks 
to goals from Jessica Leggate 2, Hannah Casey 

and Liadh Forde.
In the 15’s St Brendan’s Park won 3-1 at Fenit. 
Aoife Begley hit a hat trick for the Park with 
Isabel Moriarty scoring for the home side.  Inter 
Kenmare also chalked up a win over Camp 
Juniors.  Killarney Celtic were 2-0 winners at 
home to MEK Galaxy with Ellie Doolan and 
Abbie Finnan the scorers. 

POSITIONAL CHANGES 
ON THE KSBGL MC
 Following the 2021 AGM of the Kerry Schoolboys 
Girls League, held virtually this week, there are a 
number of positional changes on the MC.
The delegates were joined on zoom by FAI 
President Gerry McAnaney, newly elected SFAI 
Chair Padraic Clarke- his first official duty since 
his election on Saturday - and new FAI Kerry DO 
Chelsea Noonan. With a three year rule in place 
in the League Vice Chair Tadgh Brosnan and 
Treasurer David Slattery’s time in their positions 
had come to an end.
The following is the KSBGL MC for the 2021-2022 
Season:
Chair Aidan Murnane
Vice Chair Micheal Doherty
Secretary David Slattery
Treasurer Ken O’Connor
PRO / Fixtures Secretary Padraig Harnett
Committee
Noel White - Head of Girls Football
Stuart Etherington- Child Welfare Officer
Dominic Scanlon - Registrar / FAI.net
Colm McLoughlin - 10’s / 11’s Coordinator  
Tadgh Brosnan - Funding, Grants Officer.

KILLARNEY CELTIC NOTES

Killarney Celtic U11C team who played Killorglin B.

CELTIC LOTTO
Numbers drawn 11,18,20,27. There was no jackpot winner.  Match 3 
winners received €75. The next jackpot on Monday July 5th is €8,800. 
Tickets are available from club members, the Dungeon shop, at the stand 
in Hegarty’s Park Rd and also online at clubforce.com Killarney Celtic will 
run 2 summer camps this year 5th -9th July and 19th - 23 July. Booking is 
online through Clubforce and the booking link can be accessed through 
our Facebook page. For further information contact Brian 087 659 3008 or 
Jane 086 224 3435..
SENIOR FRIENDLY 
Killarney Celtic 0, Avondale Utd 1.
U15 CUP
Killarney Celtic 4, St Brendans Park 0
Josh Bowler (2), Jamie Moynihan,Seamus Kelly
U14 CUP
Tralee Dyn 4, Killarney Celtic 2 Oisin Fleming (2)
U12 CUP
Killarney Celtic 5, Killarney Athletic 0
Micheal McElligott (2), Jack Culloty (2)  Luke O Shea.
U12 SHIELD
Ballyhar Dyn 4, Killarney Celtic 2
Jack O Shea, James Murphy
St Brendans Park D 1, Killarney Celtic C 0.
In the U11 Cup Killarney Celtic A beat Inter Kenmare A, the B team lost to 
Killarney Athletic A and the C team lost to Killorglin B.
GIRLS U16
Inter Kenmare 2, Killarney Celtic 0.

U15 
Killarney Celtic 2, MEK 0 Ellie Doolan, Abbie Finan
U13
Listowel Celtic 2,Killarney Celtic Green 4
Jessica Leggate (2), Hannah Casey,Liadh Forde
Killarney Celtic White 2, Fenit 1. Kate Healy Ali Bowler
Congrats to Cillian Slattery U13 who made the KSGL team of the week and 
to Claire Culhane and Lucy O’Sullivan who were named on the Girls Roll 
of Honour. Well done to our girls and coaches who were involved in the 
various Kerry Girls teams playing last weekend.Following the recent AGM, 
Tim Jones takes over as Chairperson for the coming year replacing Paul 
Sherry who takes over as vice chair. 
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FOCUS ON GOLF 

LADIES BRANCH KILLARNEY 
GOLF & FISHING CLUB
RESULTS FOR LADIES STABLEFORD
Sponsor: Adams Garage
Saturday/Sunday 26/27th June 2021
1 Mary Looney 50 pts (35)
2 Josephine O’Sullivan 46 pts (20)
BG Amy Arthur 35 Gross pts (06)
3 Eileen Sugrue 44 pts (41)
4 Sinead O’Shea 43 pts (13)
5 Mary Cronin(2) 41 pts (18) : Last Nine Holes
6 Geraldine Collins 41 pts (19)
7 Sinead Galvin 40 pts (20)
8 Eileen Galbraith 39 pts (30)
Next competition Sunday 4th July 2021
Hayes Cup Kindly Sponsored by O’Brien, Coffey, 
McSweeney Accountants

ROSS GC, KILLARNEY 
- GENTS CLUB 
RESULTS
On June 26th/27th we held a single stableford 
competition .
The winners were:
1..   Kevin O Callaghan  (10) 38
2..  John Ivory  (23) 37
3.. . Tomas Horan (18) 36
4..   Dave Ashe O’Neill (26) 35
Friday June 25th - Mixed 10 Hole scramble ;
On Friday  last  we held another very successful 
and competitive 10 hole mixed scramble with 
a large field of golfers participating . This was 
followed by a BBQ  and a very enjoyable social 
evening. The winners were:-  Ivo O’Sullivan 
Mona Looney, Jim Casey, Catherina Shanahan.
THE JIMMY BRUEN CUP 
The Ross GC team  played Waterville GC in this 
competition on Saturday 26th  and we went 
down on a score 3-2. There were two  matches 
in the Ross which were won by the Ross and 
three matches in Waterville  which were all won 
by Waterville after a great battle. 
FIXTURES
On Friday July 2nd  the Ladies Club will hold a 
10 hole mixed scramble which will be followed 
by a BBQ. Please put your name on the entry 
sheet in the clubhouse or be at the Clubhouse 
by 6pm sharp for a 6.30 pm shotgun start. 
Please note that the BBQ must be booked and 
paid for before the golf starts . 
On Saturday and Sunday July  3rd & 4th  --We 
will hold  a  Strokeplay Competition  and the 
timesheet is now available in the clubhouse.
PIERCE PURCELL
On Sunday July 4th the Ross will play Killarney 
GC in this competition at 3.30pm . There will be 
three matches in the Ross and two in Killarney 
and we  wish the Ross team the best of luck.

BEAUFORT GOLF CLUB 
- LADIES BRANCH
19th/20th June - 18 Hole Stableford - Sponsored 
by Noeleen Mackessy.
Overall Winner:    Ciara Lowe (23)       46 Pts
Division 1 Winner:  Kathleen Cronin (25)      43 
pts. Division 2 Winner:   Stephanie Lane (36)      
42 pts
FIXTURES
2nd July -  Open Friday 18 Hole Stableford 
(Ladies & Gents Singles) - Sponsored by 
Clifford’s Ground Care Ltd - Entry Fee €30 
Visitors and €15 Members.
3rd/4th July - 18 Hole3 Club Stableford - 
Sponsored by Ladies Club

BEAUFORT GOLF CLUB 
- MENS BRANCH
19th/20th June - 18 Hole Stableford (White 
Tees) - Sponsored by Mens Branch
1st     John Murphy (24)        42 pts
2nd    James Lowe (21)        42 pts
3rd     Stephen Barry (16)     40 pts
4th     Brendan Mullins (10)   39 pts
5th    Gavin Carroll (15)         39 pts
24th June - Munster Seniors Outing
Division 1 Winner:   Aidan McDonagh (11)     
38 pts
Division 2 Winner:   Michael Stack (21)  41 pts
Division 3 Winnr:    Jim Barrett (30)     44 pts
FIXTURES
2nd July -  Open Friday 18 Hole Stableford 
(Ladies & Gents Singles) - Sponsored by 
Clifford’s Ground Care Ltd - Entry Fee €30 
Visitors and €15 Members.

LADIES ROSS GOLF CLUB
MIXED SCRAMBLE
Mixed Scramble hosted by the Ladies Club this 
Friday 2nd July for members & guests followed 
by BBQ. 6.00pm sharp. Names to be in by 
Thursday lunch time.
MEET AND PLAY
Each Wednesday morning meet at 10.15am for 
10.30am. All members welcome.
RESULTS
18/19 June 9 & 18 hole Single Stapleford 
competition
1st Mary Gorman - 2nd Therese O’Keeffe
Results 25/26 June 9 & 18 hole Single Stapleford 
Competition
1st Sarah Scanlon - 2nd Mary Moynihan
COMPETITION
Ladies 9 and 18 hole single Stableford 
competition will be held on Friday 2nd July 
at 10.30am and Saturday 3rd  July at 2.00pm. 
Timesheet in Clubhouse.

DEERPARK PITCH & PUTT CLUB 
CLUB STROKEPLAY
Thanks to those who took part in our Club 
Strokeplay (sponsored by Charlie Foleys Bar) 
over the last four days as our current Club 
Matchplay holder Kieran Fitzpatrick now has 
the honour of holding the Ian O’Leary Memorial 
Shield at the same time as he stopped current 
holder Declan Kelly the chance to retain the 
title by two strokes.
RESULTS 
Overall Nett: Kieran Fitzpatrick 83, Overall 
Gross: John McGrath 89, Intermediate Nett: 
Declan Kelly 85, Junior Nett: Jason O’Connor 
91, Ladies Nett: Betty O’Brien 103, 18 Nett: 
Lorcan Martin 42 and 18 Gross: Sean Kelly 47.
SUNDAY DRAWS
Draws at 9am and 10.45am this weekend. 
Fee of €4 per draw, €7 for both. Open to club 
members aged 15 or over. 
Wednesday Scramble: June 23rd- Nett: Sean 
Ashe & Betty O’Brien 37. Same again next 
Wednesday evening at 6.45pm, Entry €5 per 
player.
BOB CASEY
Round 4 next Tuesday evening in Listowel. 
Contact Sean or Noel if interested in playing.
County Strokeplay: Please note entries for all 
grades must be received and paid for by this 
Sunday evening July 4th in the clubhouse. 
Contact Sean or Noel for adult (€10) events and 
Kieran for U16 (€5) event.
NATIONAL ADULT & U16 MATCHPLAYS
Entries are also being taken for these. Sheets on 
Noticeboard.

Oisin O’Shea from Woodlawn, a member of Killarney Golf 
and Fishing Club who scored a Hole in One at the club 

recently. Oisin is pictured with Graham Spring, Director of 
Golf at the club.

IF YOU HAVE A SPORTING STORY... Contact Aisling on: 086 0400 958
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Nicky pens a 
special poem
Regular poetic contributor to Killarney Outlook,  Nicky Barry was 
asked to pen a special poem by one of his fans about the plight of 
autistic children, “I was honoured when a woman came   to me last 
week to ask me for a favour. 
She has been reading my poetry and asked me to write a poem 
highlighting the plight of autistic children”, Nicky told Killarney 
Outlook “She brought her ten year old son to meet me so I could 
see for myself.  We talked for a while, and then I wrote the poem 
for her”, he added. The lady in question was delighted with it, and 
gave Nicky’s poem ten out of ten.  “I hope by having it published,  
people could better understand such children when they come 
across them”, Nicky said. 

A CHILD WHO DESERVES MORE
By Nicky Barry

The autistic child looks scattered, nervous and uptight,
Not understanding very much, about his little life.

He’s short on comprehension, of all that’s going on,
For he is in a special place, and he’s there all day long.
Other kids who run around, find him rather strange,

For his world is different, and he does not engage.

He knows his parents love him, and that most kids don’t,
For they can be cruel, and inclined to taunt.

His head is full of wondrous things, that they don’t know about,
Which makes him quite frustrated, and causes him to shout.

This can lead to tantrums, which come out of the blue,
And people who don’t understand it, don’t know what to do.

They tell him to behave himself, but what does behave mean,
For he can see nothing wrong, with what they call a scene.

He has a special place inside his head, for numbers and for sums,
And sees how they’re connected, while other kids seem dumb.

Their relationships are simple, for it is his special gift,
To him figures all make sense, and all equations fit.

Whether it is millions, or trillions by the score,
It’s where he is happiest, a child who deserves more.

APPLYING FOR A STUDENT GRANT

Question: I’m doing my Leaving Certificate this year and plan 
to go to college in the autumn. How do I apply for a student 
grant? 

Answer:  Student Universal Support Ireland (SUSI) awards 
higher and further education grants to people living in Ireland.

You complete an application form online to apply to SUSI. You 
must have an online account with SUSI before you can make 
your application. SUSI accepts grant applications for the 2021-
2022 academic year from 22 April 2021.
You can use SUSI’s eligibility reckoner to see whether you meet 
the criteria for student grant funding. 
These include:
• You must be an Irish, UK, EU, EEA or Swiss national. You may 
also be considered for a grant if you have refugee status, 
subsidiary protection or leave to remain in Ireland. 
• You must have been ordinarily resident in Ireland for three of 
the last five years. 
• Your family’s means must be under the specified threshold 
for the previous tax year (2020). If you or your family have had 
a change of circumstances during the tax year, your changed 
circumstances may be taken into account. 
You must be attending a course that is approved for a student 
grant. You can see the list of approved institutions and 
courses on SUSI’s website.
If you are refused a grant or are approved a grant at a rate that 
you don’t think applies to your situation, you can appeal the 
decision in writing to SUSI. You must appeal within 30 days of 
getting your decision.
If you are living in direct provision or are in the international 
protection system, you can apply for support under the 
Student Support Scheme for Asylum Seekers. 

You can read more about the School Transport Scheme 
on citizensinformation.ie.
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AVAILABLE CLASSIFIEDS

ED 26
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES
AVAILABLE - AS MUCH OR AS LITTLE AS YOU NEED.
CONTACT: 086 8642980

ED 30
TEACHERS, NURSES & SNAS
Professional one-to-one Interview Coaching for Primary and
Secondary Teachers, Nurses and Special Needs Assistants.
CV updates and Standard Application Forms.
CONTACT: 087 7941932

PROPERTY CLASSIFIEDS

ED 28
WANTED TO BUY - READY TO MOVE STRAIGHT AWAY
IN KILLARNEY OR SURROUNDING AREAS
House with piece of land  -  or an older property with 
view to refurbishment.
Contact by email please:  johninfo43@gmail.com

FOR SALE CLASSIFIEDS

ED 26
FOR SALE
CAR TRAILERS OF EXCELLENT 
JET BLACK TURF LIKE COAL
Only €80 - delivered.  
CONTACT: 089 4805403

Matt O'Neill (Chairman), Gavin O'Donoghue (Speakeasy Bar), John Lenihan (Manager).Dr. 
Crokes GAA Club and the Speakeasy Bar have agreed a three year jersey sponsorship deal 

for the senior hurlers, covering the period 2021 to 2023.

Tara Brady, originally from Killarney pictured with her husband Colm  Cooney at the 
Fitzgerald Stadium where their son Gavin lined out with the Clare Senior Football team 
against Kerry last Saturday. PICTURE: TATYANA MCGOUGH FITZGERALD STADIUM PR
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Word of Victory is a paid advert and does not represent the editorial views of this magazine.
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MEMORIALS | NOVENAS

6TH ANNIVERSARY

DORA 
O’CONNOR 

Late of
Rathcommane, Ballyhar

Who passed away on 
the 5th July 2015

It broke our hearts to lose you,
But you did not go alone,

For part of us went with you,
The day God called you home.

Sweet Jesus take this message ,
To our mother up above,
Tell her how we miss her,
And give her all our love 

Lovingly remembered by all her family .

 In loving Memory of

BIRTHDAY
REMEMBRANCE

Linda Eviston 
(nee Lucey)

Treasured and precious 
memories of our beautiful 

sister Linda 
whose birthday 

occurred on June 30th

A thoughtful smile as we think of you
A prayer before we sleep

But still a place within our hearts
Where we silently weep

We think of you as living 
In the hearts of those you love
For nothing loved is ever lost
For a sister we loved so much

Your loving sisters
Karen, Sandra, Deirdre and Áine

XXXX

BIRTHDAY
REMEMBRANCE

Linda Eviston 
(nee Lucey)

Birthday remembrance of 
our loving Auntie Linda 

whose birthday occurred 
on June 30th

Wherever you are resting
We hope that you can see

How precious and uplifting
Your memories are to us

We feel that you are with us
In everything we do

So while we celebrate your Birthday
We’ll spend it missing you

Always in our hearts
Your loving nieces and nephews

XXXX

POWERFUL NOVENA OF 
CHILDLIKE CONFIDENCE

(This Novena is to be said at the time time 
every hour for nine consecutive hours - just 

one day)
O Jesus, Who hast said, ask and you shall 

receive, seek and you shall find, knock and 
it shall be opened to you , through the 

intercession of Mary, Thy most Holy Mother, I 
knock, I seek, I  ask that my prayer be granted.

(Make your request)
O Jesus, Who hast said, all that you ask of the 
Father in My Name, He will grant you through 

the intercession of Mary, Thy Most Holy 
Mother, I humbly and urgently ask Thy Father 

in Thy Name that my prayer be granted.
(Make your request)

O Jesus, Who hast said, ‘Heaven and earth 
shall pass away but My word ‘shall not pass’’ 
through the intercession of Mary, Thy Most 
Holy Mother, I feel confident that my prayer 

will be granted. 
(Make your request)

GRATEFUL THANKS
Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, Divine Mercy 

St Faustina, St Expedite, St Padre Pio, 
Our Lady of Mount Carmel, Sacred Heart 
of Jesus, Our Lady of Lourdes for Health 

favours received.  
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